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Enjoy the enclosed CD-ROM from the
Rollins College Alumni Association!
It will serve as your
“Gateway to the College’s Past, Present, and Future.”

Use this CD-ROM as your gateway to:
■

View a message from President Lewis M. Duncan

■

Download a Rollins screensaver

■

Watch a video of the Rollins campus

■

Update your contact information

■

Add your name to the Alumni Association Business Directory

■

Access the Office of Career Services Web site

■

And much more...
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IN PRINT—Richard James Mertz Professor of
Education Alden J. Moe has published The Power of
Picture Books in Teaching Math and Science, aimed at
elementary school math and science teachers. Moe is
the author or coauthor of more than 80 publications.
Assistant Professor of Education Gio Valiante was
profiled in the January 27 issue of Sports Illustrated
regarding his work as a sports psychologist for PGA
golfers. Associate Vice President of Information
Technology Les Lloyd edited the recently published Best Technology Practices in
Higher Education, which provides technology solutions for academic and administrative
uses in higher education. Professor of Biology Jim Small is co-author of the recently
published textbook Introduction to Marine Biology.

RECOGNIZED—The recipient of the Hugh and Jeannette McKean Grant for 2005-06
is John V. Sinclair, John M. Tiedtke Professor of Music. Sinclair’s McKean Grant will
fund a performance and recording of American Moravian music so this unique presentation of historically important music can be used in music history classrooms nationally.
The following awards were presented at Commencement 2005: Bornstein Award for
Faculty Scholarship—Maurice “Socky” O’Sullivan, Kenneth Curry Professor of
Literature; Cornell Distinguished Faculty Award in the Crummer School—Greg W.
Marshall, Professor of Marketing, Crummer School; Cornell Distinguished Service
Award—Mark W. Johnston, Alan and Sandra Gerry Professor of Marketing and Ethics,
Crummer School; Cornell Distinguished Teaching Award—Barbara Harrell Carson,
Theodore Bruce and Barbara Lawrence Alfond Professor of English; Arthur Vining Davis
Fellows—Professor of Chemistry Pedro J. Bernal, Professor of Modern Languages
and Literatures Alexander P. Boguslawski, and Associate Professor of Art History
Susan H. Libby; Walter E. Barden Distinguished Teaching Award—Wally Schmidt,
Professor of Organizational Communication, Hamilton Holt Schooll.
WISHES GRANTED—Associate Professor of Environmental Studies Lee Lines, working with faculty from
Arizona State University and Florida Atlantic University,
received a $160,000 grant from the Florida Hydrogen
Initiative (FHI) for a project to develop a hydrogen vehicle
refueling infrastructure plan for Central Florida. Visiting
Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Religion Ryan
Musgrave won a 2005 Florida Individual Artist Fellowship
for Literature in poetry. Some of Musgrave’s poetry was
recently accepted for publication in the Florida Review.

Lines

NOTABLE quote
“I love the mask of fiction…there’s so much more
truth in fiction.”
—Connie May Fowler
Irving Bacheller Professor of Creative Writing
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Noted Authors Share
Their Stories

W

inter With the Writers, A Festival of the
Literary Arts drew four celebrated authors
and a record
audience to
Rollins College
in February,
stimulating the
c o m m u n i t y’s
interest in reading and discussing contemMichael Ondaatje
porary literature. Michael Ondaatje, best known for his book
The English Patient, which was adapted into an
Academy Award-winning film, gave captivating
readings from that book as well as The Cinnamon
Peeler: Selected Poems, Running in the Family, and
Anil’s Ghost. Ondaatje has been awarded the
Booker Prize, the Prix Medicis, the Governor
General’s Award, and the Giller Prize. Other visiting
writers were memoirist Barbara Robinette Moss,
author of Change Me Into Zeus’s Daughter and fierce;
Florida-based poet Denise Duhamel, author of
Queen for a Day: Selected and New Poems, The StarSpangled Banner, and Kinky, and winner of the

Denise Duhamel

Crab Orchard Poetry Award and fellowships from
the New York Foundation for the Arts and the
National Endowment for the Arts; and Edward P.
Jones, author of the 2004 Pulitzer Prize-winning
book The Known World, two-time nominee for
the National Book Award, and recipient of a
MacArthur Fellowship.
—Laura van den Berg ’05HH

VIEW points
What book should every college
student read before graduating?

Passionate Pursuit

A volunteer trip…a chance encounter with a young boy…and now
freshman Tessie Swope is on a mission to fight world poverty

A

t just 19 years old, Therese “Tessie” Swope ’08 has already
accomplished more than many people will in a lifetime. Her dreams
have been realized by helping others reach their own.
In the summer of 2003, just before her senior year in high school, Swope
traveled on a volunteer service trip with a group of doctors who administered
medical care to residents in poor villages of the Dominican Republic (DR).
There she found her passion. “I immediately fell in love with the country and
its people,” she said. Her inspiration was an encounter with a 5-year-old boy in
Cruz Verde who showed her the house he was trying to build his mom—with
five stones. This touched to her the point that she committed to do her part to
help the village of Cruz Verde by raising money to build houses and a school.
When Swope returned home to Derry, New Hampshire, she began her
own nonprofit to raise funds for this ambitious project. Inspired by the little
boy in Cruz Verde, she called her dream Five Stones, and the project soon
became a reality. “By January 2004, every kid in my high school, every church,
organization, and business in the area knew about my project,” she said.
Swope’s goal was to raise $50,000. She brought in $10,000 by speaking at
a church, $15,000 through a walk-a-thon, almost $20,000 through private
mailings, and additional money through speaking engagements, a car wash, a
yard sale, and an ice-cream social. Last July, after surpassing her $50,000 goal
by $5,000, Swope and 10 of her Five Stones volunteers traveled to Cruz Verde,
where they partnered with another nonprofit, Sister Island, to build the new
houses and school.
Swope, who just finished her freshman year at Rollins, is still hard at work
raising money—this time to provide scholarships for people in the DR so they
can go to school. “I hope that by doing things like constructing a high school,
providing scholarships to universities, and starting a micro-credit program we
will be able to empower the poor enough to lift themselves out of poverty,” she
said. “My ultimate vision is to battle world poverty.” —Jasmine Liddington ’05
For information on how you can support Five Stones, contact Theresa Swope at
tswope@rollins.edu or visit www.fivestonesproject.org.

On September 12, 2001, I wandered about
campus with a copy of Gabriel García
Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude. A
hefty book, it allowed me to contemplate the
complicated ways in which we occupy our
solitudes, as individuals, as families, as
nations. Do we retreat into private phobias?
Do we march off to endless wars that reveal
their uselessness as vehicles of change? And what about the
option of love—have we relegated it to mere pastime? This return
to one of the greatest books of our age gave me the courage to
teach it—and to discover that it speaks in its many voices to our
quandaries at age 20…or 40…or beyond.
Yet I want books to help me understand forces beyond my
knowledge, too. Evocative of the power of truth in South Africa,
Nadine Gordimer’s Burger’s Daughter examines a white
anti-apartheid activist’s child making choices in the face of
imprisonment or exile. Rosa Burger’s riveting progression from
mild disdain to ardent participation offers a model for both the
disaffected and the would-be activist.
But cherishing the earth is a question of activism as well. Don’t
miss the chance to figure out what makes us human in Sherri
Tepper’s Beauty. A retelling of the Sleeping Beauty legend, this novel
moves us across centuries, among cultures, and through a romp of
fairy tales. In search of an elusive beauty disappearing in environmental crisis, Beauty links our humanity to the fragility of the earth
and the harsh cruelties of a contemporary culture of violence. A
story of rape and rescue and unexpected sacrifice, it is also the
tender account of a love for beauty that is even more than human.
Each of these novels has brought me joy, hope in the midst of
terror, and a celebration of the concerns of mind and heart that
define our humanity.
—Twila Yates Papay, Professor of English and Writing
The book with the most profound effect
on my life has been Walt Whitman’s Leaves
of Grass, and especially the central poem,
“Song of Myself.” The book has such an
exceptional vision of democracy, nature,
equality, science, and the American promise
that even after 150 years of trying, readers
have not yet finished the process of discovery
about the poem. Our nation has not yet
achieved what the poem envisions. I had read this book three
different times in my education (high school, college, and
graduate school), but the experience I describe here came with a
fresh reading at age 37. Timing is everything.
The book I would have every student read before graduation
would be Neil Campbell’s Biology textbook. While you can’t curl
up with this 90-pound book, it has an overview of everything you
might want to know about biology in a detail that would make it
possible for you to understand your doctor, if doctors really did
explain fully our problems. For me, the stories of the cell, genetics,
human development, and ecology are like poetry. They give me
great hope. They make me marvel at our good fortune to be born
at this end of such a colossal chain of transformations. They set
me on a mission of good health for all earthkind.
Both these recommendations have provided me with the groundwork of a profound joy that has sustained me for many years.
—Steve Phelan, Professor of English
(Appeared originally in The Sandspur, 2004)
SUMMER 2005
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SINCE last time

With a one-year return of 22.6 percent, Rollins’ endowment ranked
in the top 2 percent of more than 700 colleges and universities that
participated in the National Association of College and University
Business Officers (NACUBO) Endowment Study for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 2004. The College’s three- and five-year returns were
ranked in the top 12 percent and 25 percent, respectively…Rollins was
named Best Private College in Florida by Florida Magazine …
Biochemistry and molecular biology major Cherie Ramirez ’06 was
the first Rollins student ever to be
awarded a second Goldwater
Scholarship. Rollins students have
earned nine of the 82 Goldwater
Scholarships awarded to Florida
students since the program’s inception in 1986. Ramirez plans to earn
a graduate degree in biochemistry
and molecular biology and eventually conduct research and teach in
an academic setting … The Rollins
Cherie Ramirez ’06
chapter of the Society of Physics
Students was selected as an Outstanding SPS Chapter for the 200304 school year … Members of the Rollins community began work on
a Habitat for Humanity home in Winter Park— the eighth home to be
built by Rollins students and staff over the past 10 years … Assistant
Provost for Planning and Special Projects Sharon Carrier, formerly
associate dean of Rollins Brevard, was appointed dean of the
Hamilton Holt School … Rollins hosted the following notable speakers:
Karen Patton Seymour, lead prosecutor in Martha Stewart trial and
daughter-in-law of President Emeritus and Professor of English
Thaddeus Seymour ’82HAL ’90H; songwriter, performer, and civil
rights advocate J.G. Boccella; entrepreneur Richard M. DeVoss, Sr.,
co-founder of Amway Corp. and owner and chairman of the NBA’s
Orlando Magic; award-winning author and activist Rebecca Walker,
who discussed her international
bestseller Black, White and
Jewish: Autobiography of a Shifting
Self; Clarence Otis, Jr., CEO of
Darden Restaurants, Inc., who
gave the keynote address at the
Crummer School’s commencement ceremony in April; and Janet
Wallach, executive vice president
of Seeds of Peace, who delivered
the commencement address at the
May 2005 Hamilton Holt School
Rebecca Walker
ceremony.
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DUI: A Powerful Lesson
“How many of you like to
go out, drink, and have a
good time with your friends?”
Rollins’ Bush Auditorium buzzed
with laughter and hands quickly
raised in the air as speaker Mark
Sterner began his address to a full
house of Rollins students, faculty,
and staff in March.
“How many of you have ever
woken up after a night of partying and didn’t know where you were?”
continued Sterner, who could pass for a Rollins student himself. The
laughter was muffled as a few students reluctantly raised their hands.
“How many of you have driven drunk?”The room grew quiet. “How
many of you have killed three of your best friends?” Silence.
Sterner continued his life-altering story…Just months shy of
graduation, he and four of his fraternity brothers anxiously headed to
the beaches of Florida for spring break. Each night, they agreed, one
would be the designated driver. On the final night of their vacation,
however, all five had been drinking and decided that the least drunk
among them would drive back to the hotel. Sterner ended up with
the keys.
The next morning, three of his friends were dead and Sterner lay
in the hospital critically injured and facing three felony counts of
manslaughter. Instead of being the first in his family to graduate
college, he would be the first to go to prison.
Then came the eeriest part of his presentation: Sterner shared a
video tape that the five friends had made during their last evening of
life together. The auditorium was completely silent as the audience
watched the five Tau Kappa Epsilons live out what they proclaimed
as the night of their lives. “They were just like us,” commented one
stunned Rollins student.
Sterner then recounted the nightmarish events of his life that
have transpired since that tragic evening. In perhaps the most powerful moment of the program, he said, “And we were right that
night—we made the logical choice. I was the least drunk of the five
of us. Today is the 11-year anniversary of that evening.”
Sterner now devotes his life to making presentations like this to
college students all over the country in hopes of opening their eyes
and preventing similar tragedies. “This is a stunning, heart-breaking
story, so powerful that it must surely already have saved lives,” commented history professor Gary Williams. “Mr. Sterner’s presentation
is an act of courage, of contrition, of redemption, of love.”
—Rina Tovar

R-Journals Offer Dose of Reality

TOP five

It comes as no surprise that the Web is the vehicle of
choice for students of the technology-savvy millennial
generation when they research colleges. R-Journals, a
unique new feature of Rollins’ Web site, is designed to
“keep ‘em coming back” and help sell potential students on the benefits of a Rollins education. A
series of journals written by five first-year students,
R-Journals was launched this spring with the posting of
essays on the topic “Reflections on My First Semester
at Rollins.” Each student subsequently posted at least
eight additional essays during the semester. A recent
survey of incoming Rollins students revealed that nearly
96 percent did some online research in their search for
a college, and Rollins is banking on the belief that the
best way to reach students is through students. It is
hoped that the R-Journals will appeal to prospective
students by reinforcing the “reality” media trend to which
they have become accustomed. Check it out at
www.rollins.edu.

Items in the Rollins
Archives

1. A lock of Napoleon’s hair
2. Bulla, a decorated parchment
from Innocentius Papa X
(1644-1655)
3. A Bible signed by Generals
Grant and Sherman during the
Civil War
4. A first edition of Leaves of
Grass by Walt Whitman
5. A Nazi flag signed by American
soldiers after Germany was
defeated in World War II

—Mary Wismar-Davis ’76 ’80MBA

Securing the Cream of the Crop

F

Cornell Scholarships will help attract the best and brightest

CAPITOL AFFAIR:

HOYT EDGE

ifty-three high school
seniors from around
the nation representing the
top students in Rollins’
admission pool for next
year visited the campus this
spring to vie for the first
full scholarships ever to be
awarded by Rollins College.
While taking advantage of
the opportunity to learn more
about Rollins and interact
with current students, the
visiting seniors competed for
the scholarships through a
rigorous process: each was
interviewed by two faculty
members, participated in a
class discussion based on an article sent them in
advance, and wrote an essay on one of two
designated topics.
In the end, based on faculty evaluation of
their “assignments” as well as feedback from
students and staff, 12 students were offered
Cornell Scholarships for the 2005-06 academic
year, and nine accepted. “These are outstanding
students who no doubt received very good
offers from many places, so we’re thrilled that
10 of them accepted our offer,” said Hoyt
Edge, associate dean of the faculty.
While attending Rollins, Cornell Scholars
will have the opportunity to join the Honors
Degree Program, conduct collaborative
research with Rollins faculty, participate in at
least one off-campus or study-abroad expe

rience, and receive mentoring for prestigious
recognition such as Rhodes, Goldwater, and
Truman Scholarships.
Supported by a gift from the late George D.
’35 ’85H and Harriet W. Cornell ’35HAL
’90H, the Cornell scholarships will be awarded
annually to entering first-year students. “This
level of scholarship has never been offered
before at Rollins,” said Dean of the Faculty
Roger Casey. “Over time, the Cornell
Scholarships will have a significant impact on
the caliber of students attending Rollins.”
The Cornell Scholarships include tuition,
fees, room and board, and a laptop computer.
They are valued at more than $38,000 for the
first year and are renewable for up to three
additional years.
—Mary Wismar-Davis ’76 ’80MBA

Six Rollins seniors had the opportunity to go to Capitol Hill this
fall to meet with Rollins alumni and other
politicians in the House and Senate, including
Rachel Volinski ’03, Legislative Assistant to
Representative Adam Putnam, Twelfth District,
Florida; Christiana Thornton ’02, Legislative
Correspondent for Senator John Sununu;
Senator Bill Nelson of Florida and Brent
Woolfork ’02, his Legislative Correspondent;
Colin Mueller ’01, Campaign Director for
Senator Nelson; Kate Greenburg ’03, Staff
Assistant for Senator Barbara Mikulski,
Maryland; the entire staff for Representative
Connie Mack, 14th District of Florida; and
Congressman Lincoln-Davis, Tennessee and
Noel Smith ’03, his Senior Legislative
Assistant. “Not only did our alumni inspire these
students, but the Senators and Representatives
we met with took the time to talk about what
they find to be desirable skills and qualities in
their staff members,” said Rollins Director of
Career Services Jane Cordray. “The impact of
getting career advice directly from members of
Congress is indescribable. If only it could be
packaged and sold! For me, the highlight was
watching our very poised, professional, accomplished alumni beam when they talked about
their work—and, of course, seeing the excitement
on our students’ faces.” As a bonus, Rollins
student Amber Prange ’05 was hired as an
intern in the office of Representative Mack.
SUMMER 2005
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—By Ann Marie Varga ’82

THEN and NOW

Take a walk down memory lane and catch up on the current whereabouts
and activities of your favotite Rollins professors.

Donald C. Griffin ’64

A.G. Bush Professor of Science and Professor of Phyics

Rollins College has been a part of Donald (Don) Griffin’s life
for more than 30 years. A 1964 Rollins graduate who received a
bachelor of science degree in physics, Griffin just missed being
nicknamed a “Bush baby” (the College’s Bush Science Center was
built in 1967). He was awarded a master’s and a Ph.D. in theoretical atomic physics from Purdue University in 1966 and 1970,
respectively. A professor of physics at Rollins College since 1970,
Griffin today teaches courses in mechanics, quantum mechanics,
principles of physics, general physics, and physics for non-science
majors. He performs research in theoretical atomic scattering theory
in support of the U.S. effort to develop controlled nuclear fusion
as an energy source. His research, supported by grants from the U.S.
Department of Energy, is conducted on a 26-processor computer
cluster in his laboratory as well as the IBM SP RS/6000 massive
parallel computer at the National Energy Research
Supercomputer Center. Griffin has been a visiting staff member at
Los Alamos National Laboratory and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, a consultant to Livermore National Laboratory, and a
visiting fellow at the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics,
and is a fellow of the American Physical Society.
“I have always considered myself very fortunate to be a member of the Rollins academic community, where teaching and
learning are the first priorities and scholarship and service are
encouraged and supported. Over the years, the College has grown
in both size and stature. However, the close working relationship between students and faculty has never changed; it is what
attracted me to Rollins many years ago, and it is what continues
to make teaching at Rollins so enjoyable and fulfilling.”
—Don Griffin
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Eileen Gregory
Professor of Biology

When Professor of Biology Eileen Gregory came to Rollins in 1979,
she planned to “stay just a few years.” Twenty-five years later, Gregory
still loves every minute in the Rollins classroom. Gregory has attracted
attention for her work developing models for teaching science to elementary teachers. She has received Florida Department of Education
research grants to develop Rollins College Summer Institutes for the
advancement of science and mathematics teaching and for implementing new science courses for elementary education majors. She is a 1991
recipient of the Ohaus-National Science Teachers Association Award
for innovations in four-year college science teaching and was a 1993
Fulbright Lecturer to the University of Aleppo, Syria. She was also a
Fulbright lecturer to India in 1988 and to University of Jordan Medical
School in 1985-86. Gregory holds a Ph.D. in microbiology from the
University of Washington.
“The primary reason I am still at Rollins is the students. I have
always found Rollins students to be curious about their world and
motivated to learn. The opportunity to excite these bright and enthusiastic young minds about science is the greatest perk of my job. I try to
help students peel away the mysteries of biology and understand the
fundamental principles of life. When I am successful and witness the
‘wow’ on their faces, I know all the hard work was worth it. I try to
form learning partnerships with my students that will last beyond their
years here. It is so rewarding when past students send me a note to tell
me how much my classes continue to impact their lives or to share their
latest achievements. This close connection between faculty and students
is what makes it wonderful to be part of this community.”
—Eileen Gregory

For the latest sports information visit

www.rollins.edu/athletics

S P O RT S scene

—Compiled by Nate Weyant
he athletic programs enjoyed another banner year as the
2004-05 Tars continue the Rollins tradition of excellence.
The women’s basketball team captured their second consecutive
Sunshine State Conference Tournament title while the men’s
soccer team won the SSC crown for the first time in College
history. The Rollins athletic program has scored at least one
conference championship in each of the last eight years.
Student-athletes at Rollins recorded a very successful year in
the classroom, as well. The sports teams posted a combined
spring semester GPA of 3.074—their eighth straight semester
above 3.0. A total of 179 athletes, including 20 with perfect 4.0
GPA’s, were honored on the Athletic Director’s Honor Roll, which
recognizes students with a 3.0 GPA or better.

NATE WEYANT

T

Record-setting year in the pool—Both men’s and women’s
swimming teams crafted their all-time best seasons as the squads
finished the year in the national rankings for the first time ever. The
Rollins women broke 10 College records and finished the year ranked
17th in Division II while compiling a 6-2 record in dual meets.
The men’s swim team also enjoyed its best season in program
history, rolling up a 6-2 record in dual meets and ending the year
ranked 18th in the nation.

Spring wrap-up—The Tars experieced a highly successful spring
season, once again staking their claim as the best in the Sunshine
State Conference and the NCAA.
The women’s golf team captured its third-straight NCAA National
title—Rollins’ ninth. Undefeated against Division II opponents, the team
won six tournments on the year, highlighted by a record-setting
performance at the national championship tournament.
The men’s golf team ran away with the South Region Tournament
crown, winning by 15 strokes. They then advanced to the National
Tournament, where they finished sixth—Rollins’ fourth top-10 finish in
the last five years.
The baseball team was ranked in the Division II top 25 for the
majority of the season, finishing in a tie for second place in the SSC
and advancing to its second-straight South Region Tournament. The
squad earned a final national ranking of 15 and had two players
named to the All-South Region team.
Under Coach Bev Buckley ’75, the women’s tennis team was
ranked among the nation’s best the entire year and advanced to the
finals of the NCAA Southeast Region Tournament.
The nationally ranked men’s tennis squad also advanced to the
Southeast Region Tournament after posting a15-5 season record.

Phil Roach honored at Scholarship Gala

ROBERT HARTLEY ’91 ’01MBA

JC RIDLEY

Hoopsters continue winning tradition—In what has become an
annual March ritual at Rollins, the women’s basketball team once
again captured the Sunshine State Conference Tournament championship and advanced to the NCAA South Region Tournament. The
Tars sat at 9-6 in the middle of January, but put together an amazing
stretch run to finish the regular season 18-9. They rolled through the
SSC tourney, downing Tampa, Florida Southern, and Florida Tech on
their way to the title. The conference tournament crown was head coach
Glenn Wilkes, Jr.’s sixth in his 19-year tenure.
To call the men’s basketball season a roller-coaster ride would be
an understatement as the Tars had fans on the edge of their seats the
entire year. Rollins compiled a season record of 14-14, with a 6-10 mark
in the Sunshine State Conference. The Blue and Gold began the year
with five straight wins and entered the SSC schedule with a record of
8-3 after a runner-up finish at the annual Tangerine Tournament.

NCAA Champion Women’s Golf Team

Rollins Director of Athletics J.
Phillip Roach (l) was honored
with the Alfond Award of
Excellence at the 2004-05
Athletics Scholarship Gala.
Ted Alfond ’68 (center) and
Vic Zollo, Jr. ’73 (r) presented
the prestigious award. Roach
retired at the end of the school
year after 13 years of dedicated
service to Rollins. The Gala,
which raised $89,000 to
support athletic scholarships,
was also the occasion of
announcement of the Phillip and Linda Roach Endowed Scholarship Fund,
established to benefit Rollins student-athletes.
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THE SONG

OF

MY SOUL

Installation Address by President Lewis M. Duncan
Photos by Jeffrey Scott

O

n April 9, 2005, President Lewis Duncan delivered his Installation Address.
Entitled “The Song of My Soul,” a reference to Lucy Cross’s single-minded

commitment to seeing an institution of higher learning established in Florida, his
remarks considered the challenges to liberal education and small private liberal arts
colleges posed by the rise of research universities in the 20th century, the role of
liberal education in the 21st century, and the place of Rollins College in the history
and future of liberal education.
We are pleased to present excerpts from President Duncan’s address and invite
you to read the entire text online at www.rollins.edu, or to contact the Office of
Donor & External Relations at 407-646-2234 to request a printed copy.
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Opening Remarks
Fiat Lux. Let there be light.
Today, here at Rollins College, is a day
to rejoice, a celebration of the remarkable
history of this exceptional institution, and
an opportunity to enjoy the special
fellowship of friends and colleagues in this
esteemed academy of higher learning. Also,
we are called together to dream great dreams
and to dare great deeds, as we share great
responsibilities and serve great needs. For
ours is the privilege to teach, to prepare
rising generations of outstanding young
women and men for roles of leadership and
service in a difficult world. Never has the
need been greater for a liberally educated
citizenry, never the need greater for a rising
generation of servant leaders of enlightened
minds and compassionate hearts.
For Rollins College, this is a day not
only of confirmation and installation, but
also one of affirmation. We ask ourselves to
reflect anew on the fundamental questions
at the heart of our academy...of why we
teach, of what we teach, and how.

Why we teach
The call to teach is indeed a profound
responsibility. Ours is the call to translate
information into ideas, experience into
insight, knowledge into wisdom...the
transformation of all that has been into all
that still might be. Our heritage is all of
past history and human experience, our
legacy a still unwritten future. Ours is the
heritage of nature, of the evolutions and
competitions of ascending orders of natural
complexity, and of the ascent of the moral
consciousness of man. Ours is the heritage
of knowledge and understanding, born of
the oral histories once shared around
primitive campfires, and accumulated and
refined over centuries ever since through
the intellectual filters of retrospection and
reflection. Ours is a heritage of civilization,
the human journey from savagery to society,

shaped and united through our conquests,
our collaborations, and our commerce.
Ours is a heritage of culture, endowed by
the arts, literature, and music, enriched by
the traditions and abundant diversity of
our world communities. Ours is a heritage
of reason, forged in the Socratic forums of
ancient Greece and confirmed by the
sciences of the Enlightenment and the
rationalities of the modern world. Ours is a
heritage of promise and of possibility,
informed by our philosophies of theology
and of thought, and empowered by the
unrelenting exponential of technological
progress. Ours is a heritage of learning,
revealed through the triumphs of ideas over
instincts, of freedom over fear, of cooperation over conflict. Across this threshold of a
new millennium, liberal education today
serves both as an interpretive lens on the
lessons of the past and as prospective
arbiter for the promises of the future. Truly,
in and through liberal education, ours is
the enduring human legacy of hope.

What we teach
A model of higher education,
championed by the respected pragmatist
philosopher John Dewey in his acclaimed
study Education and Democracy, serves as
the foundation for much of the curricular
design found in liberal arts colleges today.
This pedagogy emphasizes the cognitive
development of our students as individual
free, critical, and creative thinkers, and is
correspondingly less concerned with
memorization of specific information as
the subject of course content. The goal of
liberal education then becomes one of
preparing students for lives as reflective
human beings, with abilities for critical
reasoning and an enlightened tolerance for
dissent, and with an understanding of
learning as a rewarding and necessary lifelong endeavor.
Dewey also spoke eloquently of the
relationship of liberal education to democ-

racy, and the importance of an informed
and engaged citizenry. Thomas Jefferson
described knowledge as the most powerful
democratizing force, and so it was in the
liberal arts colleges of our young American
republic that liberal education was redefined
as expression of both thought and deed, of
mind and body, of lives of wisdom and of
work. An educated, informed, and actively
engaged citizenry was, and remains today, a
requisite for our democracy. From our freedoms of thought, inquiry, and expression
comes the strength of our republic and the
unfettered opportunities of all our people.

How we teach
Our response to the question of how
we teach is more personal to our institution,
closely tied to Rollins’ history and our
vision for the future. From the strong foundations of Rollins College today, together
we dare dream a future boldly. And just as
surely, if we might see this future clearly,
aware but unblinded by challenge, it is only
because we stand on the shoulders of the
many who have come and served before us.
Like many small liberal arts colleges,
our particular history is a saga of great
ambitions derived from modest beginnings.
Throughout the formative years of our
American republic, the American Congregational Church had an historic educational
mission, founding numerous colleges such
as Harvard, Yale and Dartmouth, Amherst
and Williams, Oberlin, Carleton and
Middlebury. At the 1884 national meeting
of Congregational Churches, schoolteacher
Miss Lucy Cross made an impassioned
appeal to establish a college bringing liberal
arts education to the Florida frontier, a
dream she referred to as “the song of my
soul.” The assembly concurred, and in
competition among prospective communities,
small Winter Park made an astounding
offer of $125,000 in cash and property.
The largest and naming gift came from
Chicago businessman Alonzo Rollins, who
SUMMER 2005
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exemplified the responsible
stewardship and generosity of
leading industrialists of that
age. And so was established in
1885 the region’s only privately
financed, nondenominational
liberal arts college, and one of
only a few schools of higher
learning in the nation at that
time to be coeducational.
Under the founding presidency of Reverend Edward
Hooker, and followed in our
first decade by President
Charles Fairchild, our school’s
first years were precarious. The
endowment was all but wiped
out in a series of citrus freezes,
recessions, and epidemics.
Through the early years of the
20th century, George Ward
and William Blackman
brought the College back
from near bankruptcy and
modernized the curriculum
into one of general educational
studies. During World War I,
Calvin French introduced
pre-professional courses in law,
medicine, and business. Robert
Sprague and William Weir
each served transitionally, leading up to the defining presidency, from 1925 to 1949, of
the formidable Hamilton Holt.

become actively engaged
learners in student-teacher
dialogues addressing important world issues of the time.
This style of teaching,
combining the ancient Greek
model of interactive forums,
the Rousseau focus on active
learning, and the Dewey
emphasis on engaged realworld citizenship, produced a
uniquely Rollins learning
experience. Purposefully, this
model was introduced in
pointed contrast to the common tradition, even today, of
lectures delivered by professors to auditoriums filled with
passive students, an approach
derived from the Middle Ages
when a professor would read
from what was often the institution’s only copy of a manuscript text. Holt proclaimed
such professorial lecturing as
“probably the worst scheme
ever devised for imparting
knowledge.” He similarly
described the college lecture as
“that mysterious process by
means of which the contents
of the professor’s notebooks
(l-r) President Duncan; James Wright, President of Dartmouth College;
are transferred by means of
and Frank Barker ’52, Chairman of the Board of Trustees
the fountain pen to the pages
of the student’s notebook
without passing through the mind of either.”
philosophy that continues to this day. In
Hamilton Holt’s Legacy
Hamilton Holt was not alone in his
addition to being strongly influenced by
Holt arrived at Rollins a renowned
time as an educational reformer, but he was
John Dewey and his vision of a practical
peace activist and owner/editor of The
advantaged over others as the president of a
liberal education, Holt greatly respected the
Independent, a liberal magazine of social
small college, and under his leadership
views of Jean Jacques Rousseau, a
and political thought. Holt established an
Rollins became the creative laboratory for
renowned French educational philosopher
imposing ethic of service and expectation,
testing of such ambitious and innovative
of the late 18th century who championed a
declaring that “Nothing worthwhile comes
teaching experiences. As a result, Rollins
pedagogy based upon active-learning and
easily. Work, continuous work and hard
served in part as the model for many of the
critical-reasoning approaches to study. In
work is the only way to accomplish results
well-publicized pedagogical reforms that
an effort to re-create the energy and interthat last.”
swept the country in the 1930’s and since.
active exchanges of his journal’s editorial
Holt was a man of great intellect and
At Rollins, learning is a pursuit both of
meetings, Holt initiated at Rollins the
perhaps even greater persistence and attitude,
content and of character. That is the
Conference Plan. Across small classroom
defining the essence of the Rollins teaching
enduring legacy of Hamilton Holt.
roundtables, students were compelled to
10 ROLLINS ALUMNI RECORD
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After Holt and into the Future
After Holt’s long and visionary tenure
as president, and following the transitional
presidency of Paul Wagner, Rollins elected
one of its own faculty, Hugh McKean, to
lead the institution forward. McKean
initiated the Honors Degree Program,
graduate programs in education and
business, the Holt School for evening
continuing education, and an eagerly
anticipated annual celebration of Spring
known as Fox Day. Jack Critchfield
modernized the Rollins curriculum and
governance structures, and introduced
environmental and other interdisciplinary
studies. Thaddeus Seymour reintroduced
the classics and reaffirmed our institutional
commitment to student-centered learning,
student life, and the highest standards of
liberal arts education. As President
Seymour describes, our goal here at Rollins
is a “comprehensive understanding, the
ability to transfer knowledge from the
known to the unknown, and leadership
which asks not simply how, but why. In
short, the liberal arts seeks to prepare individuals to know what they ought to do.”
My most immediate and eminent
presidential predecessor, Rita Bornstein,
continued to raise both standards and

national colloquy she convened [inspired
by Holt’s 1931 conference on The
Curriculum for the Liberal Arts College
chaired by John Dewey, and chronicled
in Education and Democracy: Re-imagining Liberal Learning in America],
President Bornstein reaffirmed our legacy
of special purpose. As she described,
“We want the next generation of citizens
to cherish the diversity that characterizes
Americans, to be well-informed critics of
society, and to be active participants in
the political process. We educate for
diversity, liberty, and democracy—our
American values.” As I begin my tenure
here at Rollins, it is with enormous gratitude that I acknowledge that if there is
so much more that we might dream to
do today, it is in largest part a testament
to the remarkable accomplishments of
these visionary leaders who have come
before us, to our many generous benefactors, and to the many quiet heroes
who have served and continue to serve
Rollins so well for so long.

Concluding remarks

President Duncan and trustee Toni
Jennings, Lieutenant Governor of Florida

endowment, providing for the wonderful physical facilities and strong fiscal
base that so well positions us for the
future. As President Seymour provided
the conviction, it was President Bornstein
who secured the means to elevate
Rollins to the highest levels of comprehensive liberal education. At another

Ours is a mission of highest purpose. So let us rise up together, rise up to
meet new challenges and discover new
opportunities. Rise together, because in
this life we are given so few and precious
opportunities to make a difference... a
difference in lives, a difference in the
world around us...and by transcendence...
a difference in ourselves. Let us rise up to
new levels of expectation... rise up to the
call for societal leadership and active
citizenship, rise up to the call for higher
standards of our conduct in how we live
our lives, rise up to higher levels of
compassion and care in how we build
our communities; let us rise up to broader
understandings of the world around us
and the diversity of perspectives, ideas,
and needs that it may share to enrich our
lives as well. Let us rise up together to
find the very best within ourselves.
SUMMER 2005 11

Today I stand before you exemplar of
an American dream, a child of Appalachia,
a reflection of the sacrifices made by family,
friends, and a host of benefactors untold
and mostly unknown; blessed by a loving
family, caring teachers, and gifted mentors;
honed by the honesty of hard work and
enriched by the experiences of a curious life.
Today I come before you unfinished,
learned yet still learning in both mind and
heart. I have such overwhelming gratitude
that you have asked me to join you within
your academic home, now my home as
well. Here, together, we will nourish the
mind, the spirit, and the body. Let us rise
together with the open-mindedness of
shared wisdom, with the confidence of
experience, the industry and integrity of
our intellects, and with the courage of our
convictions. Today I pledge to you the full
measure of my service.
Let us dream together of the art and
science of life, and rise up to discover our
futures shared. Fiat Lux, Rollins. Rise, and
we will resonate with light. ■

Greetings on behalf of Rollins Alumni
Dr. Duncan:

One hundred eighty-seven years and one month ago, one of the most remarkable

Americans in our country’s rich history was completing an argument before the U.S.

Supreme Court. He told the Court this: “It is, sir, as I have said, a small college. And
yet there are those who love it!”

That remarkable American was Daniel Webster—and the college he spoke of

was Dartmouth College, his alma mater.

I understand that you know something of Dartmouth? Those of us at Rollins are

grateful to that school in Hanover, New Hampshire, for sending us other dear people,
such as former president Thaddeus Seymour and our very special friend, alumnus

Fred McFeeley Rogers.

Old Rollins may not be as ancient as Dartmouth, Dr. Duncan, but the alumni I

have the pleasure to represent here this day also love their college.

These dear and beautiful 68 acres are the repository of thousands and thousands

of memories too dear to be forgotten or misplaced.

You, Dr. Duncan, are now the steward of those memories, and we commend

them to you. For a Rollins campus without human memories would be nothing more

than a collection of empty buildings…a book without a story…a body without a soul.
Accordingly, and on behalf of my dear friends—Alumni

Association President Mike Peterson and our newest alumni
representative to the Board of Trustees, Blair Neller—and

15,000 extant alumni of Rollins College, Dr. Duncan, we bid
you welcome to our home, this Rollins College, as you lead
her deeper into the new century.

May God bless and keep you and your dear family, and

may God speed you to your task.
—Michael del Colliano ’72

Speaking for the Alumni at the Installation Ceremony
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Six Rollins Scholars Share Their Ideas at “An Evening of Scholarship”
Honoring the Installation of Lewis Duncan
Six Rollins professors presented their
nominations for the great issues of the 21st
century at An Evening of Scholarship, honoring the Installation of President Lewis
Duncan, on Thursday evening, April 7.
Professors Connie May Fowler, Mark
Johnston, Stephen Klemann, Thomas
Lairson, Margaret McLaren, and Richard
Foglesong, who also served as the moderator, addressed this topic from the perspective of their various academic backgrounds
in the creative arts, business, science, social
science, and the humanities.
Foglesong, George D. and Harriet W.
Cornell Professor of Politics, focused his
comments on the challenge of citizenship
in the context of globalization. “It is hard
to contemplate citizenship apart from the
nation state,” he said, “yet the forces of
globalization have eroded the power of
nations.” While this may weaken the tug
of citizenship for some, he concluded by
calling for renewed efforts to teach “the
fine art of citizenship”—something that
makes liberals “squeamish,” he added.
McLaren, George D. and Harriet W.
Cornell Professor of Philosophy, discussed
the impact of globalization on human
rights, stating that we need to address issues
related to capital, labor, environmental factors, and maintaining indigenous cultures
and traditions. “We live in a system of
global interdependence,” she said, calling
for responsible consumer behavior, knowing
that U.S. consumption sometimes harms
people in distant places.
Johnston, Alan and Sandra Gerry
Professor of Marketing and Ethics in the
Crummer School, discussed business ethics
and what he terms “managerial mischief.”
“The single most important factor in creating
an ethical business model is leadership,” he
said. Stressing the importance of education,
he added: “The business leaders of tomor-

(l-r) Mark Johnston, Connie May Fowler, Rick Foglesong, Margaret McLaren, Steve Klemann, and Tom Lairson

row are sitting in our classrooms right
now…the decisions they make 10 years
from now will be based in no small part on
what they learned here.”
Klemann, Professor of Biology, talked
about science, including stem cell research
and the environment. He said that the U.S.
is no longer a leader in science among
undergraduate students and declared that
“Scientists need to educate the public…our
citizens will benefit from the analytical
approach of science.” Sometimes, though,
scientists’ elitist attitude prevents them
from communicating with the public well,
he added.
Lairson, Ronald G. and N. Jayne
Gelbman Professor of International
Business and Professor of Political Science,
discussed technology, stating that we can
expect rapid changes in technology
related to computers, biotechnology, and
nanotechnology in the 21st century. He
listed 10 areas where we can expect
significant changes, including the physical
integration of computers and humans,
therapeutic cloning, and an end to aging,

and challenged Rollins to improve science
education.
Fowler, Irving Bacheller Professor of
Creative Writing, discussed the arts and
challenged the current U.S. culture of
censorship, stating, “Censorship is killing
the arts.” She also said, “America’s best
chance of remaining vital is the creation of
ideas…The arts shouldn’t be considered a
disposable part of our curriculum…
Without a vibrant cultural life, we become
less than the sum of ourselves.” She
mentioned as well the damaging effects of
TV culture on the arts.
A high point of the symposium was
the closing conversation among the
panelists. As moderator, Foglesong challenged
his colleagues to say what Rollins can do to
prepare students for the challenges ahead.
Much of the discussion centered on
Rollins’ mission statement—to educate
students for responsible citizenship and
ethical leadership in local and global
communities—and how to breathe new
life into this mission continuously.
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All-Campus Celebration

The perfect gift for an amatuer
magician who is also new
president of a Central Florida
college? A basketball signed
by the Orlando Magic.

Students, faculty, and staff honor President Duncan: (l-r) Cat McConnell ’07; Sarah
Ledbetter ’05; Professor Thom Moore; David Plotkin,Pre-collegiate Programs; and
Doug Little, Student Involvement & Leadership.

Celebrating President Duncan’s well-known fondness for
Diet Coke, all 91 student organizations pitched in to
build a Diet Coke pyramid.
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Rollins College Concert Choir,
Bach Festival Choir, Rollins College Orchestra

INSTALL ATION POEM

FIAT LUX
The Academic
Procession

There is no darkness but ignorance.
Rise! and we will chant the names of those
longing to be resonant with light.
It is accepted, now, and effortless, to be content
to live in night. For the blind
there is no darkness. But ignorance,
enemy of ardor, will not curtain our eyes.
We will read without a reason.
We will vibrate with a light that
scatters to make the sky bluer at dusk or when we
discover the word for “learning” in another language.
There is no darkness but ignorance.
Here, and today, let us commission a hymn
for a thousand thousand voices,
longing, resonant, and ablaze
with knowledge—following
like a thousand thousand just-beginning suns.
There is no darkness but ignorance.
Rise! We will resonate with light.

President Duncan, Professor and Jewish Studies
Program Director Yudit Greenberg, and students add a
stone honoring Abraham, father of three faiths, to the
Walk of Fame.

—Sarah Kathryn Moore ’06
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n the morning of Dec. 26, 2004,
Sergei Ishviyan “Ish” de Saram ’07,
a Rollins sophomore, was driving
with his mom in his hometown of Colombo,
Sri Lanka, when her cell phone rang. A friend
was on the line, asking if they knew why the
tide was so high. The canal was threatening to
flood her house— something that had never
happened before. No, no one had any idea
why there was so much water. Later, at lunch, de Saram heard
that 300 people in the south had drowned. But they still
hadn’t heard the word tsunami. It wasn’t
until later that evening, while watching
the local BBC television, that he and his
family learned the dreadful news that in
fact thousands of Sri Lankans had perished
in the tsunami.
“We couldn’t believe this was happening
in Sri Lanka,” de Saram said. “It was
shocking.”

AMERICAN RED CROSS
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CloseCall

Sophomore Ish de Saram was home in Sri Lanka
when the tsunami devastated his nation’s coastline.
B Y L E I G H B ROW N P E R K I N S
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Although Colombo is a coastal capital,
it sits on the western shore facing India,
just north of the areas destroyed by the
wall of water—but terrifyingly close.
Thousands of people were dying just
down the road and there was nothing the
people of Colombo could do about it.
Emanating from a 9.0 undersea earthquake near Sumatra, the tsunami traveled
1,000 miles across the Indian Ocean at
500 mph, obliterating the coast of Sri
Lanka less than two hours after the quake
was recorded. As with all of the 12 countries
slammed by the tsunami, there was no
warning in Sri Lanka. And for many of its
fisher folk, seaside villagers, and beach
tourists, there was just no chance: More
than 30,000 people died on the island.
The Sri Lanka government reports more
than 16,000 injured and 1 million of its
people now without homes.
Although de Saram and his family had
been spared, members of his extended
family suffered terribly, including one
who lost his wife, children, and house.
The ancestral home of another was lost, a
prime parcel on the sea, now washed
away. Friends who had been visiting
beachside communities had been trapped,
unharmed but unable to return to
Colombo on damaged coastal roads.
Seaweed dangled from phone lines,
gravestones were unearthed, schools were
torn in half, mothers searched for missing
children, millions mourned. From every
oceanside village came tales of horror and
heroism.
“We realized that we needed to do
something,” de Saram said. “We all went
the next day, my cousins and my family
and me, to volunteer. My mom and I
went out to the shops to buy food to
donate and then we went to a relief site
where volunteers were loading goods onto
convoys for the affected areas.”
de Saram, 20, and his sister, Tesalia, 22,
a student at Middlebury College in
Vermont who was also home on holiday
break, signed on to volunteer at the Sri
Lanka Tourist Board, receiving calls from
abroad from family and friends concerned
about those who had been visiting the
island. Because coastal phone lines were
18 ROLLINS ALUMNI RECORD
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Ish de Saram with his father, sister Tesalia, and mother Sharadha

“Thousands of huts had
been toppled down like
matchsticks. It was jut a
huge layer of rubble.
There were people living
out on the streets in
tents. It was terrible.”

down, information was hard to come by.
“We would tell them what we knew about
a particular village, even if we didn’t have
specific details about the person they were
looking for.”
It was a stunning visit to the town of
Moratuwa that brought the reality of the

tsunami to bear on de Saram. Moratuwa
is 40 miles from Colombo. Although only
two people died there, miles of its coastline
were destroyed. “Thousands of huts had
been toppled down like matchsticks. It
was just a huge layer of rubble. There
were people living out on the streets in
tents. It was terrible.”
Paradise Lost
Sri Lanka is the tropical island sitting
at India’s ankle, the Bay of Bengal to the
north, the Indian Ocean to the south. It is
a land of rice paddies and coconut palms,
elephants and water buffalo, pink orchids
and spicy curry. It is home to 19 million
people, village women in bright saris,
fishermen in sarongs, factory workers,
school children, monks, doctors, jewelers,
potters, engineers like de Saram’s father,
filmmakers like his mother. It is vibrant
fishing harbors, shining white temples and
deep green lagoons, many rural regions
still reminiscent of eras past, lush with
nature and tradition. Colombo, in contrast,
has all of the instant pleasures of any
cosmopolitan city: cafés, boutiques,
touristy bars, art galleries, zoos, shrines,
and the fast pace of the digital age.
Although Sri Lanka has one of the
most educated populations in Asia, with
free public schooling from kindergarten
through university, more than half of its
workforce depends on the land and the
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sea for its living. Rice, tea, rubber, cotton,
coconuts, and fishing are all vital to the
Sri Lanka way of life. Refugees International estimates that 170,000 fishermen
are unable to work because their boats
were lost in the tsunami. Boat-building
businesses were destroyed as well, so many
agencies have placed high priority on
restoring the 80 percent of Sri Lanka’s
fishing fleet that was lost. The Red Cross,
Red Crescent, and Oxfam, among others,
continue to help feed, clothe, and shelter
tsunami victims as they also employ locals
in the rebuilding process.
Communications, transportation, and
construction will continue to be key
industries for Sri Lanka’s economy.
But Sri Lanka is also a land torn by
civil war. Tensions have existed since
then-Ceylon gained independence from
the British in 1948. But it was in 1983
that the civil war between the Sri Lanka

government and the Liberation Tigers of
Tamil Eelam became a violent year-to-year
reality. At the heart of this conflict, which
has claimed the lives of more than 64,000
people, is an ethnic war between the Tamils,
who make up about 18 percent of the
population, and the Sinhalese majority.

Although cease-fires have failed in the
past, a peace agreement brokered by
Norway in 2002 has been more or less
holding. Recently, the government under
President Chandrika Kumaratunga agreed
to consider a new federal system that
would provide Tamil-speaking areas the
right to self-determination.
And then the tsunami hit.
“I believe the tsunami has greatly
reduced the chances of the country
returning to conflict,” de Saram said.
“The tsunami made people see death
right in front of their faces, so they’re
more sensitive about the destruction of
war. We need to get on with our lives, to
start rebuilding roads and schools and
homes and hospitals. The day before the
tsunami struck, there was a threat of
resuming the conflict. But the tsunami
changed all that. War is the last thing Sri
Lanka needs right now.”
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The impermanence of life
Sri Lanka is a religious country,
predominantly Buddhist. One of the ten
fundamentals of Buddhism is renunciation,
or letting go, and de Saram believes such
teachings will help Sri Lankans reconcile
their sorrow and begin rebuilding their
lives.
“Buddhism teaches that everything is
impermanent—homes, livelihoods, possessions. Obviously, there is still suffering
and lives have been lost. But Buddhists
are taught not to be attached to material
things. Money and donations can only do
so much in fixing Sri Lanka. It is the
people’s spiritual and emotional strength
that will make the difference.”
de Saram was not at all surprised to
hear stories of amazing kindness and

L

L

KATHRYN NORSWORTHY

C

“Seeing death all around me has given me a
strong urge to do more—not just for tsunami
victims, but for victims in general. I’ve seen the
AMERICAN RED CROSS

importance of working at the grass-roots level

courage from friends who had been on
the coast in the first hours after the tsunami. They told him of Sri Lankans rescuing strangers even as their own lives were
in peril, of villagers who had lost everything sharing what little food they could
find with frightened tourists. “This is significant to keep in mind,” de Saram said.
“People in Sri Lanka do as much as they
can to help each other. It is the characteristic they are known for, their caring, their
hospitality. Most of these areas were not
accessible to relief workers, so it was up to
local people to take care of each other and
also foreign visitors. They did whatever
possible to help each other survive.”
de Saram is doing his part as well. He
will return to Sri Lanka this summer,
where he will work with the charity started by his mother, Sharadha de Saram. The
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with people who are less fortunate than we are.”

Sunshine Charity (www.sunshinecharity.org)
distributes food, hygiene products, toys,
and books to children in tsunami relief
camps. “I’ve always been interested in
community service,” said de Saram, who
is studying economics and political science
at Rollins. “Seeing death all around me

has given me a strong urge to do more— not
just for tsunami victims, but for victims in
general. I’ve seen the importance of working
at the grass-roots level with people who are
less fortunate than we are.”
Friends at Rollins have also been
moved to help. Swim coach Rich Morris
immediately e-mailed de Saram, a Tars
swimmer, to check on his safety when
he heard news of the tsunami. He then
e-mailed the entire school to let the campus
know that Ish was okay. The swim team
held a car wash and raised $800 for tsunami
charities. Several of de Saram’s friends
want to join him in traveling to Sri Lanka
this summer to help the country rebuild.
“I didn’t realize that there was such an
extent of concern about the tsunami until
I came back to the United States,” de
Saram said. “It has meant a lot to have so
many people want to help out.” ■

Those Who Came To Help
When they were needed most, two of Rollins’ own traveled to tsunami-ravaged Southeast Asia. Professor Kathryn Norsworthy
and alumnus Douglas Allen ’72 ’73MBA share their experiences in Thailand, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, and the Maldives.

Had she not canceled her trip at the last
minute, Kathryn Norsworthy might have
been among the thousands of visitors on the
beach in Thailand who were swept away by
the tsunami last December.
“It was horrifying to think of what might
have been,” she said. “I kept thinking, ‘We
probably would have been fine,’ but later
when I got to Thailand and surveyed the
situation, it hit harder that this was really
something quite frightening. It makes you
understand how fragile life is and how
unpredictable it is.”
Norsworthy, associate professor of graduate
studies in counseling and past director of the
master’s in counseling program at the
Hamilton Holt School, has been traveling to
Asia for 20 years. Since 1997, she has been a
frequent visitor to Thailand, where she works
with Ouyporn Khuankaew, a Thai peace
activist. They assist Burma nationals who are
living in exile in Thailand, facilitating
workshops on topics such as AIDS, violence
against women, peace, and reconciliation.
Her departure date was December 10. She
planned to work with Khuankaew for two
weeks then take a holiday between Christmas
and New Year’s south of Phuket Island. When
her brother-in-law died of cancer, she canceled
her travel plans. Days later, she heard about
the tsunami and knew she had to reschedule
immediately. “I sent money like everyone else,
but it didn’t feel right,” said Norsworthy,
whose Thai colleagues fortunately all survived.
“I needed to go there.”
“This is about saving thousands of lives.”
Douglas Allen,’72, ’73MBA has also been
to Asia many times. Like Norsworthy, he has
always been there on a mission. As director
of the International Disaster Response Unit
of the American Red Cross, he has been the
man on the scene at 129 disasters in 100
countries. His trip to Southeast Asia to
oversee the Red Cross’s humanitarian aid for
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By Leigh Brown Perkins

tsunami victims came precisely one year after
he directed recovery efforts for victims of the
earthquake in Bam, Iran.
“I’m often asked, ‘What is the worst
disaster you’ve ever seen?’ and I always say
that you cannot compare them. If you’ve seen
one international disaster, you’ve seen one
international disaster. They all differ in scope
and experience,” he said. “But I can say that
the tsunami has been among the worst in
terms of complexity. In terms of lives lost, it
is without question one of the worst, and in
terms of livelihoods lost, it is certainly one of
the worst.”
Allen worked 18 hours a day for weeks
straight in his office in Washington, D.C.,
then departed for Asia, first to the Maldives
for five days, then to Sri Lanka for a week,
finally to Indonesia for four days. The
Maldives was the fortunate victim: When
the wave hit, it was low tide. Fewer than 100
people died there.
In Sri Lanka, where 30,000 people died
and 85,000 houses were destroyed, Allen
helped distribute supplies to stricken villages
in the Galle province. The scope of the effort

Doug Allen ’72 ’73MBA, Director of
the International Disaster Response
Unit, American Red Cross

Counseling professor Kathryn
Norsworthy (r) with Thai colleague
Ouypron Khuankaew, Director,
International Women’s Partnership
for Peace and Justice
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very specific skills, such as camp management
or water treatment expertise. “In this day
and age, humanitarian work is about more
than just doing good,” Allen said. “This is
about saving thousands of lives.”

KATHRYN NORSWORTHY

“It’s as if they don’t exist.”

“There’s always something big or little in a
disaster that stuns me. In the tsunami, it was a
train, with every single car knocked over and
all those people lost.”
—Doug Allen
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the United Nations suspect the number of
dead could be as high as 200,000 in Banda
Aceh alone. More than half a million
Indonesians remain homeless. “The people of
Banda Aceh suffered so miserably that I really
cannot even comment on it,” Allen said.
It takes special character to handle the
stresses of large-scale disaster relief.
Compassion is just the starting point.
Although 1,000 Americans volunteered to
help tsunami victims, the Red Cross is
selective. Today, relief workers must have

AMERICAN RED CROSS

was enormous. “Most people don’t realize
how difficult this is when you look at statistics,
but to provide 59,000 blankets is a big deal,”
he said. “The Sri Lankan Red Cross identified
the beneficiaries for us, so our supplies were
distributed in an orderly process, one or two
at a time, making sure that the most
vulnerable people got what they needed.”
The dignity of the Sri Lankan people
impressed Allen. “Sometimes relief sites can
be chaotic,” he said. “But the Sri Lankans
had organized the process extraordinarily
well and the people were so gracious.
Everyone who received a hygiene parcel in
Sri Lanka would put it down so they could
give us the Namaste sign and say thank you.”
A visit to southern Sri Lanka is locked in
Allen’s memory. There, the tsunami swallowed
an entire train, killing its 1,500 passengers.
“That image will stay with me forever,” he
said. “There’s always something big or little
in a disaster that stuns me. In the tsunami, it
was this train, with every single car knocked
over and all those people lost.”
In Indonesia, the devastation was staggering, even to Allen who has worked disasters
as varied as Hurricane Andrew in Miami to
floods in Mexico to the earthquake in India
to the 9/11 attacks in New York. More than
126,000 Indonesians have been officially
declared dead, with 127,000 more presumed
dead. But, according to a report in The New
York Times in early April, representatives from

While Allen’s humanitarian aid focused
on massive distribution of goods,
Norsworthy’s approach was much smaller in
scale, and based on the power of conversation.
Sitting shoulder to shoulder in quiet circles
on the Thai coast, Norsworthy got to the
heart of the Burma tsunami victims’ grief
through counseling, asking them how they
survived, what strengths pulled them
through, how they were managing now.
With the support of the College, she was in
Thailand 40 days after the disaster and the
Burma refugees were still in survival mode.
“That many days later, a lot of them still
had not told anyone what had happened to
them, the details of how they survived,
about the loved ones they had lost,” she
said. “It was when they were able to open
up to each other and tell their stories that
they began to reconnect, to re-engage.”
When she arrived in a settlement,
Norsworthy always drew a crowd. She, her
Thai and Burma colleagues, and translators
(Norsworthy speaks Thai, but the refugees
speak Burmese) would begin by asking if
anyone would like to share their experience of
the tsunami. “It was like popcorn,“ she said.
“They would just start blurting things out,
then someone else would pop up with
something about what they went through.
Then it would get quiet and some would cry.”
Norsworthy’s mission was to provide the
Thai and Burma members of her team with
the training they would need to continue
counseling work on their own and train
local community members to provide support
to their friends and loved ones. Her group
worked from 9 to 9 every day for two
weeks. “The tsunami survivors had intense
periods of adrenalin pumping through their
bodies and their nervous systems are totally
out of whack,” she said. “Within the first
four to six weeks, they should start to come
out of that. If they cannot stabilize after
that period, they’re at much greater risk of
post-traumatic stress disorder. And that’s a
more complicated condition to address.”
Symptoms of post-traumatic stress

to grab her, but the Jeep was lifted up and he
lost hold of the woman. Then his wife was
tossed from the Jeep just as he was swept
away. They lost each other in the torrent.
“Somehow, they both survived and
eventually found each other,” Norsworthy
said. “But the husband was just coming
apart before my eyes. The wife seemed to
have found some inner resources to help her
get through it. But he couldn’t sleep. He was

vacant when he talked. He was clearly
traumatized. Maybe it has to do with gender
roles—that men are supposed to be strong
and save people. Maybe he experienced violence
years ago. There are a lot of factors that can
contribute to a person’s response to trauma. I
think about that husband all the time.”
It is estimated that over 1 million Burma
nationals are living in Thailand. Although
the Thai government permits several thousand
people of Burma to have work status in the
country, thousands more are there without
Thai sanction. When the tsunami wiped
away their huts and their workplaces, the
exiles received no help from their own
country or from Thailand. “Most do not
have access to refugee camps because they
have no legal status in Thailand,”

KATHRYN NORSWORTHY

include insomnia, agitation, emptiness,
isolation, nightmares, and, in the case of
tsunami victims, constantly watching the
horizon, terrified to look away from the sea.
The Burma refugees are particularly vulnerable. “It’s important to realize why the people
of Burma are in Thailand to begin with,”
Norsworthy said. “They cannot live safely in
their own country. The junta in control of
the Burma government has quashed frequent
democratic movements with brutality and
has attempted to forcibly relocate certain
ethnic groups—and when they don’t
cooperate, the soldiers burn their villages,
rape the women, and kill all those remaining.”
This personal history with political and
religious persecution puts the exiles of
Burma at special risk for post-traumatic
stress disorder, Norsworthy explained. She
is still concerned about one couple in
particular. They were in their early 40s, a
husband and wife who were working near
the seashore. They saw the tsunami coming
and jumped into a Jeep to try to get away.
The wave overtook them. They held hands,
said “I love you,” and prepared to die together.
As they were being thrown around by the
rush of water, they saw a woman hanging
onto the side of the Jeep. The husband tried

“In one room, a pair of jeans was laid out on the
floor to dry, having been carefully washed the day
before the tsunami. A folded sleeping mat lay in the
corner. No one knows what happened to the men
who lived there. I’m still haunted by the image.”
—Kathryn Norsworthy

Norsworthy said. “It’s as if they don’t exist.”
Norsworthy took a haunting photo that
captures their plight. She visited a settlement
that lost two-thirds of its people, most of
them Burma refugees. “I was shown their
dwellings—two rows of tiny rooms. In one,
a pair of jeans was laid out on the floor to
dry, having been carefully washed the day
before the tsunami. A folded sleeping mat
lay in the corner. No one knows what
happened to the men who lived there.” The
photo she took of his empty room reminds
her that, to many, Burma refugees are
invisible. She believes they are not even
counted among the 5,300 dead in Thailand.
“I’m still haunted by the image,” she said.
Because so many of the exiles are Buddhists,
Norsworthy and her team encouraged them
to meditate to steady their nerves. Norsworthy
is herself a practicing Buddhist, so she took
her own advice. “And I was fortunate to
have my colleagues there with me to debrief
about what we were feeling each day. We
could talk together, cry and get it all out to

each other. Before I went to Thailand, I was
so upset and worried. I thought I would be
overwhelmed by what I would see there. But
it was phenomenal how differently I felt at
the end of this trip. I was energized to do more.”
Norsworthy returned to Thailand in May
to continue her counseling work there.
For Allen, the tsunami was his last disaster.
After five years as director of the Emergency
Relief Unit and 15 previous years in other
roles with the Red Cross, Allen is retiring
from global disaster aid. He has taken a new
post as CEO of the Central and North
Florida Alzheimer’s Association.
“It has been a privilege and honor to work
for such a venerated organization,” he said.
“The Red Cross has led the world in humanitarian service. It’s an organization of hardworking Americans who make miracles
happen. I’m proud to have been a part of it.” ■
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.redcross.org
www.uscampaignforburma.org
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Journey Back

BY KELLY RUSS

In January 2005, 19 Rollins

students hiked a rocky, rural

road with their professor and
an English-speaking Greek

guide to the ancient Greek city

of Sikyon, an ancient sanctuary
that hosted the Olympic

Games from the 8th century
B.C. until the end of the 4th

century A.D. As they reached

the top of a hill, the students

froze as a lone shepherd slowly
approached them with his
flock of sheep and goats.

My students stood deathly still, and those animals walked right in among
them,” said Gordon “Gordie” Howell, associate professor of physical
education. “Some of them reached down and rubbed the goats and sheep as they
walked by until they had all passed. They all just stood there quietly until the
shepherd was gone. It was an incredible experience for them.”
The image is apt, as Howell has become much like a shepherd to his flock of
students. Since initiating his course Athletics in the Ancient World 10 years ago, he
has taken five groups of students to Greece, guiding them through what many call
a life-altering experience. “This trip truly caused me to reflect on my life and
reassess my goals,” said Amanda Shewmaker ’05, a Hamilton Holt School student
majoring in psychology and a member of this year’s “Team Greece 5.” “Gordie
was an amazing guide who was like a dad to us and made sure we got the most
out of the experience.”
“Just before I went to Greece, I had decided to declare anthropology as my
new major, switching from computer science,” said Sarah Ledbetter ’05, who traveled
to Greece two years ago as a sophomore. “The experience—our interactions with
different kinds of people and our stops at
museums and archaeological sites—made
me very excited about my future academic
experience in the discipline.”
Growing out of his long-time research
interest in the significance of sport in society,
Howell conceived and constructed the
course as an interdisciplinary experience
that would “transcend the boundaries of
history, archaeology, religion, anthropology,
sociology, and culture.” Students in this
winter intersession course travel to Greece
and London for two and a half weeks,
visiting museums, stadiums, sanctuaries,
and temples to learn about the origins and
decline of the ancient Olympic Games.

continued on page 26
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Team Greece 5 get set to run at the Stadium of Delfi. For Howell’s students, the trip to Greece is one of the highlights of their Rollins experience.
“I’ve had students who went on the trip seven or eight years ago who have written me saying, ‘When are we going to do it again?’” Howell said.

“The trip really opens your eyes to other cultures and how much of a
The trip is fast paced and intense, with five hotel changes along the
difference there is,” Shewmaker concurred. “I definitely had to grow
way and daily excursions beginning as early as 6 a.m. In his studies of
and come out of my comfort area.” O’Neil noted the impact of spending
sport and society, Howell, who holds the Raymond W. Greene Chair of
three weeks immersed in a country where hardly
Physical Education, has found that “the stadium
anyone spoke English and nothing was written in
door may be the most appropriate means of
English. “We got so much out of it, such a better
learning about humanity. The ancient Olympic
cultural understanding, by being in a country…
Games caused people to stop fighting between
of people who don’t speak English primarily.”
cultures and countries, and there is some carryToday, Howell said, the course is “one of
over to today, where more than 130 nations come
the most satisfying academic teaching experiences
together in peace and mutual respect to compete.”
that I have. So many college kids begin their
Howell said his students take away much more
academic lives pretty much in a cocoon about
from being in the sites of ancient history than
culture. Their culture is what they know, and
from simply hearing about them in lectures.
everybody else’s culture is not as good as their
“This course steps back in time better than any
own. It’s amazing to watch the education, the
other experience that I could identify,” he said. “I
transformation that takes place during this
have the students go down to the stadium floor of
journey.”
these ancient Olympic tracks and simulate the
With the hectic daytime schedule, Howell
races. They actually step down into the footsteps
made sure the students had some “down time” in
of ancient Olympians of 2,000 years ago and run
the evenings, and even shared with them a few of
on the track. They touch the artifacts. In that
his “secret spots.” “Gordie’s secret spot in Athens
time, they start to see ‘Whoa, history is not just a
was one of my favorites,” Shewmaker said. “The
chronological recitation of what happened in
sunset was amazing. We passed by Socrates’ prison
1492.’ To truly understand the ‘now,’ you must
“To truly underon the way up there. You can see the Parthenon
understand something about the ‘then.’”
from the hill all lit up at night. I can’t think of
As well as a sense of history, participants develop
stand the ‘now,’
anything I’ve ever done that’s been better.”
a true sense of teamwork. “I take a group of
you must under“Having that time out of the country with
students, most of whom don’t know each other,”
those spectacular views allowed me to think clearly
Howell said. “Then you start to see the bonding,
stand something
and map out what I want to accomplish this year,
you start to see the tolerance, you start to see the
about the ‘then.’”
and really in life,” wrote Anthony Bronzo ’07 it a
growing. You see shifts of loyalty: sororities aren’t
—Gordie Howell
note to Howell upon his return from Greece this
so divisive, athletes enjoy each other, really bright
winter. “I think as I periodically look back on this
kids meet and greet those who are not so motivated.”
trip in the coming months and years, I’ll regard this experience as the
His students echo these sentiments. “I didn’t know anyone at the
beginning of my professional life.”
beginning,” said biology major Megan O’Neil ’05, “but I’ve become
“Not one of my students has ever come back not having been
such good friends with everyone from the trip. You realize how much in
changed in some way,” Howell said. “Those who did not appreciate the
common you have—or what you don’t and how to overcome that.”
aesthetics of something, learned to. Those who did not appreciate enviWhile learning about history and learning how to get along with
ronment and beauty, learned to. Those who thought our culture was
each other, the students also have to adapt to a new culture—one that
the best, learned differently. And that’s what this college does best: foster
isn’t always receptive to Americans. “This was my first time abroad, and
emotional and intellectual growth. The metamorphosis is amazing, and
I experienced and observed cultural differences right away,” Ledbetter
the students are like a band of marines when they come back—they’d
said. “Many of the Greek people had created stereotypes against
do about anything for each other. And that’s remarkable.” ■
Americans, and we saw anti-American graffiti on the walls.”
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Rollins College is proud of its alumni, who are actively
contributing to the health, wealth, productivity, harmony,
spiritual guidance, and hope of citizens throughout the
world. To help spread the good news, each issue of the
Rollins Alumni Record features “Alumni of Note.” If you
know of any alumni who should be spotlighted, please
contact the Alumni Relations office at 1-800-799-ALUM or
e-mail us at alumni@rollins.edu.

Mark Miller ’70
for the young ones and The
Black Stallion for the older
students. (BSLP’s next project
is to have the books translated
to Navajo so that Native
American students in Arizona
can learn to read a book in
their native tongue. It’s an
effort to “help preserve the
Navajo language among young
members of the tribe,” says
Miller). As students work their
way through their books, they
are reminded of their upcoming
horse visit each time they step
into their schools. During the
program, Black Stallion posters
and a 6-foot-6-inch stand-up
of the famous horse decorate
their classrooms. When the
first-graders complete their
assignments, a horse and its
handler visit the school.
“When a first-grade kid and a horse blow on each other’s noses,”
said Miller, “they’ll bond.” And that’s the great part, because Miller
isn’t only helping students appreciate books—he’s helping them
appreciate the 1,000-pound animals he grew up loving. The students
can groom the horses and read to them, and then they can sit back
and dream about the fourth grade—that’s when they’ll get to read
The Black Stallion and then see an Arabian Nights show, in which the
books’ equine hero comes to life. Students in Central Florida head
right to the main theatre for the show; in other cases, the show comes
to the students.
BSLP hopes to catch them while they’re young. The latest statistics
from the National Institute for Literacy (NIFL) indicate that roughly
21 to 23 percent of adults in the U.S. (that’s more than 40 million
people) are only reading at the most basic level. According to the
NIFL, these individuals would have trouble filling out an application
or reading a children’s book, and have a difficult time functioning in
society. Hopefully, BSLP will help those numbers drop; so far, the
program has gotten more than 100,000 students in 12 states to pick
up a book and read.
—Maureen Gallagher
ARABIAN NIGHTS

Not Horsing Around ■
Not many people can claim
that they rode Trigger, Roy
Rogers’ famous horse, when
they were kids, but for Mark
Miller, it was just a part of his
childhood. His mother, Bazy
Tankersley, bred Arabian
horses, and through her,
Miller met the equine entertainment greats like Trigger,
and even watched Glenn
Randall practice the chariot
race scene from Ben Hur in
his own backyard. It made
sense then, that Miller would
go on to open Arabian
Nights—a Florida dinnershow attraction featuring a
fairy tale on horseback—and
put a new spin on the family
business.
When Miller told
Walter Farley, longtime friend of the family and author of The Black
Stallion, about his plans to open Arabian Nights, Farley made a deal
with him. The author wanted to supply the show’s main attraction:
the Black Stallion. “It was a deal that was settled on a handshake,”
Miller said, “and has lasted 17 years.” Like any business owner, Miller
loves to hear a roaring crowd in a full house, but it gives him goose
bumps, he says, when the Arabian Nights theatre is full of 1,400
cheering fourth graders being rewarded for their participation in Miller’s
non-profit reading program.
The idea for the Black Stallion Literacy Project (BSLP) all started
over a pizza. In 1999, Miller and Walter Farley’s son Tim were having
lunch when they got to talking about how too many kids today can’t
or won’t read. So the two men devised a plan. They would create
BSLP, a reading program that would blend the worlds of Miller and
the Farley family. The plan to get students interested in reading was
simple enough: Get kids in the first and fourth grades to read a book
about horses, and then reward them with a visit from a real horse—
every kid’s dream.
Students participating in BSLP read one of Walter Farley’s fictional equine classics: Little Black, A Pony or Little Black Goes to the Circus
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Kenneth Hill ’68
The Voice of Homeland Security ■ As Ken Hill heard the news that
American Airlines flight 11 had crashed into the north tower of the
World Trade Center on Sept. 11, 2001, he thought some pilot made
“one heck of a mistake.” When another plane hit the south tower, Hill
knew something wasn’t right. Moments later, he felt the building he was
standing in shudder, and then he heard a bullhorn instructing everyone
in the Pentagon, including Hill, to evacuate. Luckily, far from danger,
Hill and his colleagues did as they were told, but in what Hill calls a
“rookie move,” he left his car keys inside the building and had no way
home. So, he joined an impromptu team of P.R. folks, commandeered a
gas station across the street, and monitored the press center, where the
Pentagon employees held a press conference and allowed the national
media to cover the disaster.
Though the cases in which Hill must get a message out to the
public aren’t always so extreme, he still has a pretty stressful job. As the
Executive Secretary for the U.S Department of Homeland Security, Hill
oversees all documents that come into and go out of the department.
He supervises the Executive Secretariat and is the first contact for all
agencies wanting to work with Homeland Security. It’s Hill’s responsibility
to take matters that affect 22 national governmental groups—including
FEMA, customs, immigration, border patrol—and craft and coordinate
overarching policies and directives that Secretary Michael Chertoff can
use in running the Department. In short, Hill is the behind-the-scenes
internal voice of Homeland Security.

After graduating from Rollins
and a stint in Vietnam, Hill worked
for the U.S. State Department as a
Foreign Service Officer, serving in
Latin America, the Middle East, and
Europe. Later, he went into publishing, working his way up to vice
president of Eagle Publishing. But then Hill moved from the publishing
house to the White House. He’s held quite a few positions there, including
Executive Secretary for the Homeland Security Transition Planning Office,
Deputy Executive Secretary of the National Security Council under
George H.W. Bush, and Federal Olympic Coordinator for the 1984
Olympic Games held in Los Angeles, where he coordinated law enforcement officials to ensure Olympians’ and spectators’ safety. This was a
time when the world was still concerned about another Olympic catastrophe like the terrorist take-over of Munich’s Olympic Village in 1972.
Not only does Hill keep tabs on what goes in and out of the
Department of Homeland Security, but he has to keep up with the
goings-on of this wife and three sons. He spends as much time as possible
with them and makes sure they all get to church on Sunday, but with
the Department of Homeland Security and the 22 other government
groups waiting, he’s back in the office by Sunday evening. After all,
when you work with the United States’ defense and security, you need to
be ready for anything, including Monday morning.
—Maureen Gallagher

Todd Munson ’78 ’79 MBA
Cycling to the Top ■ Happenstance and three knee surgeries led
Todd Munson, now in his second
year as president of Chase Bank,
Kentucky (formerly Bank One) to
pursue cycling a few years ago.
Running has its merits, but try
telling that to your weary tendons.
Now with several long-distance
rides under his belt, his Multiple Sclerosis fundraisers have beckoned
him to places of rugged and unfettered beauty, such as Alaska and the
Cascade Mountains. Next on his cycling agenda is a trek through
Yellowstone and Big Sky country. To his credit, he’s even managed to
lure his 24-year-old daughter, Aaryn, into the sport.
“We set our own routes and camp in national and state parks,
grabbing food in tiny towns along the way,” Munson explained. “A
typical ride usually entails a 150-mile course.” Daunting mountain passes,
moving from 5,000-foot elevations to 11,000 feet, starkly promise 10 to
12 miles of cranking up a mountain in low gear. This translates into
four to five hours of serious pedaling. If this sounds grueling, it’s because
it is! “People always ask me why in the world would I want to endure
going up a mountain, and I always reply, ‘So I can go down it!’”
Munson quipped. “Downhill cycling speeds can reach 45 mph—that’s
pretty fast on a bike.”
Sports have always been an integral part of Munson’s life. As a
freshman, he walked onto the Rollins baseball team and spent the next
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four years with one of the most influential figures in his college career,
Coach Boyd Coffie ’59 ’64MAT. As his senior year started to wind to a
close, a good-natured Munson exclaimed to Coffie, “I guess I’m not
getting drafted”—at which point Coffie encouraged him to apply to the
Crummer Graduate School of Business and offered him a position as an
assistant baseball coach. He took his coach’s suggestion. “Other than
having kids, it was the absolute best time of my life,” Munson said.
The following year, with his MBA in hand, Munson began his
banking career with First National Bank of Louisville. He eventually
made his way back to Central Florida, taking a commercial banking
position with Citizens Fidelity Bank and Trust Co., a Louisville institution later purchased by PNC Corporation. In 1994, he was lured back
to Kentucky to run PNC’s Healthcare Line of Business. Two years later,
he accepted a position with Bank One, and he quickly worked his way
up to president of the Cincinnati office—a position he held for three
years before moving to his current post in Kentucky.
Munson, who is married to his high school sweetheart, Sue, and
has three children, has an easygoing, friendly demeanor that belies his
tough-competitor nature. One of the unique crossovers to his sporting
career is his ability to take the elemental lessons of sport and translate
them into achieving great things in the corporate world. Part of that
philosophy is winning with what you have, he explained. “In sports, you
might not be as physically strong as your opponent or as talented, but
you can take your individual strengths and combine that with hard
work. To me, leadership and team building all go back to leading by
example, and I hope that I truly live that philosophy.” —Zaida Rios

Margaret Souders Linnane ’76 ’96 MBA
A Nonprofit’s Best Friend ■ It’s often said that we can never fully
realize how much mettle we possess until we are challenged by adversity.
Last year, Hurricanes Charley, Frances, and Jeanne put Central Floridians
in a position to test this theory. Suddenly, things elemental to everyday
existence, like unspoiled food, running water, electricity, and a safe
haven, took on an entirely new meaning. Of course, as with all natural
disasters, those who suffered the greatest losses were those who lacked
the resources or money to recoup as quickly as others. Local nonprofit
organizations felt the pinch as community needs rose exponentially.
So, who helps the organizations that help others? Well, that’s where
Margaret Souders Linnane ’76 ’96MBA and the Rollins College
Philanthropy & Nonprofit Leadership Center come into the picture.
Last year, after serving for two decades as executive director of the
Second Harvest Food Bank of Central Florida, Linnane decided to
return to her alma mater to take on a new challenge as executive
director of Rollins’ Philanthropy Center. Funded primarily by the
Edyth Bush Charitable Foundation, the six-year-old Center is a vital
resource that empowers nonprofits to effectively serve the community
through a variety of educational workshops and resources. The ripple
effects of this valuable work were especially meaningful in the wake of
the hurricane devastation. “Two weeks after Hurricane Charley, we
sponsored a forum where 140 local charities, funding organizations,
and government agencies convened to assess and catalog community
needs,” Linnane explained. The event secured support from various
media outlets that were able to inform viewers and listeners of local
charities’ immediate wish lists. In addition, the Philanthropy Center

single-handedly compiled a list of
nonprofits and their needs that was
published by the Orlando Sentinel.
In the ’80s and ’90s, Linnane’s
leadership skills enabled her to steer a
fledging organization, Second Harvest Food Bank of Central Florida,
into a powerful and valuable entity whose ultimate goal is to alleviate
hunger. While leading nonprofits has been rewarding for Linnane, she
has been equally committed to following her passion for community
outreach by serving as a volunteer. She is past president of the Florida
Association of Food Banks, former chair of The Heart of Florida United
Way’s Council of Agency Executives, and was a delegate to President
Clinton’s Summit for America’s Future in 1997.
Linnane’s new role with the Philanthropy Center comes at a time
of exciting growth and possibility as the Center looks for new
opportunities to provide support to the nonprofit community while
broadening its scope to adapt to the community’s ever-changing needs.
“We will be expanding our services to nonprofit board members and
staff alike,” she explained. “One thing we plan to do is offer organization
assessments, which will allow nonprofits to see where they stand and
will provide valuable information about how they can move forward.
Additionally, we are committed to fostering career development by
mentoring new executives who will lead their organizations as others
retire from the industry.”—Zaida Rios
Learn more about the Philanthropy Center at www.pnlc.rollins.edu

David Freygang ’77 ’88 MBA
Freygang Makes Folio 40 ■
David Freygang is ardent about
water sports, especially water skiing.
To understand what all the fuss is
about, you’ve got to venture back to
his Rollins days as a member of one
of the best waterski teams in the
country. “When I tried out for the
team, I knew I could slalom, but was
going to have jump and trick to make the team since they already had
several top slalom skiers,” Freygang explained. He made the cut and
ended up becoming best friends with those skiers, Bobby Reich ’77 and
Mark Crone ’77.
After graduating, the business and economics major started his
career in banking as a commercial loan officer. Despite trading in his
swim trunks for a business suit, he remained connected to his waterski
buddies, including Terry Snow, a fellow Central Florida businessman who
had been a top skier at the University of Florida. While most of the corporate crowd was rushing out during their lunch hours to grab a bite to
eat, Freygang and Snow were escaping to Lake Sue to log in some quick
ski time. And it was during these mini ski excursions that talk turned to
Snow’s start-up magazine venture.
Snow eventually launched his first niche publication, WaterSki, and
more titles quickly ensued. Finally, he convinced Freygang to join his
Winter Park publishing group to run the finance side of the business.
Freygang flourished in his new role. Today, he is the publisher of nine

water-sports magazines for World Publications, LLC, including Caribbean
Travel & Life, Islands, and Destination Weddings & Honeymoons. “It’s been
a great ride to see World Publications go from a $4-million company to a
$90-million enterprise,” Freygang said. “The success comes from the passion that everyone feels for their activities and from staying in touch with
the emerging trends within each of them.”
World Publications prides itself in recruiting people who are truly
enthusiasts, which brings a richness and authenticity that an outside
observer could not really duplicate. “One of the greatest parts of my job is
working with our marketing partners to achieve the highest degree of
return on investment for both them and us. If I have a business meeting
with MasterCraft Boat Company, I’m sure to take them to lunch and
then go out and ski with them.” Not surprisingly, Freygang’s affinity for
water sports has spilled over into the next generation: son Steven is
captain of the Winter Park High School crew team and holds the all-time
team record in the 2K erg.
Not everyone can forge a career in a genre they love, but when it
does occur, wonderful things tend to happen. Recently, Freygang was
named to a prestigious list of magazine executives called the Folio 40. The
Folio 40 recognizes excellence in the publishing industry and singled out
Freygang for his work overseeing 14 titles reaching more than 2 million
subscribers. Both Caribbean Travel & Life and Sport Diver have benefited
from his strategic acquisition management.
It pays to work in a field you love—just ask David Freygang. And in
case anyone is wondering, he still takes off during lunch hour to ski—but
nowadays it’s with his wife, Kendi.—Zaida Rios
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THE ROLLINS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION HAS A VISION:

Connected for Life!
To help serve as your “Gateway to the
Past, Present, and Future,” The Alumni
Association has enclosed with this issue of
the Alumni Record a CD-ROM that will
reconnect you to memories of the past;
connect you to events, communication, and
programs of the present; and provide you
with a glimpse of Rollins’ future. For those of
you who have not been back to campus
recently, the video slide show will allow you
to reminisce about your times at Rollins, as
well as view new additions to the landscape
that you may not have had the opportunity
to see firsthand.
Produced by the Alumni Association, the
CD-ROM also includes a message from
President Duncan, a screensaver, and, most
importantly, some useful links to the Rollins
Web site. After viewing the introduction,
please enter your e-mail address and, on
the main menu, click on the appropriate links
to update your personal information, submit
class news, and add yourself to the Alumni
Association Business Directory.
I hope you have received our Alumni
Association Travel Program mailing, where
you will find several splendid opportunities to
see the world with other alumni and friends
of the College. Initial feedback has been very
positive. Please call the Office of Alumni
Relations if you have any questions. All of
the trips will be exceptional, so sign up soon
and pack your bags for the trip of a lifetime!
Finally, be sure to mark October 17-23,
2005, on your calendar for this year’s
Homecoming celebration. Not only will you
have an opportunity to visit with friends and
fellow alumni, but the new reunion format
will provide a chance to spend time with
current students and faculty. I encourage
everyone to take the time to return to campus
and see the exciting things going on.
As always, thank you for your continued
support of alumni, student, and campus
activities and programs. Until next time,
continue to stay connected!
—Michael G. Peterson ’74, President
Rollins College Alumni Association
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Homecoming 2005
October 17-23
Join us for Rollins’ “NEW” Reunion!
It’s just like Reunion—only better! Homecoming is a revived
Rollins tradition featuring the rituals of Reunion and the festivities of
a college “homecoming,” all rolled into one.
Homecoming 2005 will include all of the traditional Reunion
events, along with a host of student-led activities, and athletic and
arts events.
Relive old memories and create new ones with fellow alumni, students,
faculty, and staff during this grand community-wide celebration. Mark
your calendars and come home to Rollins for Homecoming 2005—
your Gateway to Rollins’ Past, Present, and Future!
■ MONDAY-SUNDAY:

Athletic and Arts Events
and Student-Led
Activities
■ THURSDAY: Back to
School (*Alumni can
attend fall-semester classes
with current students.)
■ FRIDAY: Back to
School*, Black Student
Union and Latin
American Student
Association Event, Bucky
Copeland Memorial Tennis Tournament,
Campus Tour, Grove Party, Kick-Off
Reception, 2nd Annual Chris “Rider
Cup” Scholarship Golf Tournament and
Dinner in Memory of Chris Rider ’82,
and 50th Class Gathering at Dubsdread

ROBERT HARTLEY ’91 ’01MBA

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

the Class of ’55), Homecoming Barbecue,
and ’90s and ’00s Party (honoring the
Classes of ’95 and ’00)

■ SATURDAY: Sports Hall of Fame

■ SUNDAY: Prexy Breakfast (honoring the
Classes of ’35 and ’45), Chapel Service,
and Bucky Copeland Memorial Tennis
Tournament.

Breakfast, Bucky Copeland Memorial
Tennis Tournament, Celebrating the
Decades: ’60s, ’70s, and ’80s Party
(honoring the Classes of ’65, ’75, ’80,
and ’85), Golden Celebration (honoring

Scheduled events are subject to change.
QUESTIONS?
Contact the Office of Alumni Relations at
800-799-ALUM (2586) or 407-646-2266.

CLASS news

I 1932

Ted Turner writes, “I have good memories of Rollins, but haven’t seen any
classmates for a long time. On March
23, I will be 95 years old, and I expect
to be around for some time.”

I 1941

Gloria Burns Motch, Ed Motch,
Marty Swift, Jim Kelly, L.D.
Bochette, Sam Burchers ’49, and
Charles and Margy Mountcastle
Robinson. Pat Roberts Grulke ’52
and Ray Thaggard ’54 also attended
the party. In March, L.D. and Norma
Jeanne hosted Cherie Blair, wife of
British Prime Minister Tony Blair, in

Jess Gregg’s newest
book, The Tall Boy,
a memoir, will be
published in July by
The Permanent
Press. In the meantime, Jess is working
on yet another book.

I 1949

Robert Setzer served for 35 years as
organist and choirmaster of The
Cathedral Church of Saint Peters in St.
Petersburg, FL and founded the organ
department at St. Petersburg College,
where he served on the faculty for 38
years. He was awarded a Lifetime
Achievement Award by the Pinellas
Choral Society and a Gold Plaque by
the Board of Trustees of St. Petersburg
College. He and his wife, Mary
Aycrigg Setzer ’51, have been married
for 54 years.

I 1951

Elsie Shaw lives in New Smyrna
Beach, FL, where she continues to
make her living as an artist. The
Daytona News Journal wrote, “The
attention Elsie Shaw pays to human
emotions in her art is evident even to
the casual observer.” Elsie writes, “It
was such a treat to have been a Rollins
College student.” Alumni from the
early ’50s gathered at the home of
L.D. and Norma Jeanne Thaggard

Bochette in Ft. Myers, FL for their
annual chili party and mini-reunion in
January. Pictured left to right are

mon memories, even down to their
favorite dessert in the Beanery. Carol
Beardsley Finnigan ’57 wrote regarding the Orlando Sentinel article ‘Very
Big Hit,’ about the Tars’ 1954 shot at
the College World Series, reprinted in
the Spring 2005 Alumni Record : “Don
(Finnagan) has been gone for four
years now, but all those wonderful
memories live on. I still have the letter
and three telegrams Don sent me from
Omaha. What a thrill it was for that
team! I still keep in touch with
Connie Butler and his wife, Marie,
and Bill Cary. ‘Hello’ to the rest of the
team; you’ll never be forgotten!”

tural client who designed the new
president’s house and several other
buildings at Rollins. A published
author, he enjoys writing when at his
North Carolina mountain home.

I 1960

Bob and Carol Muir Stewart live in
St. Petersburg, FL, where Bob was
re-elected to the Pinellas County Board
of County Commissioners in November
for a fourth consecutive term.

I 1964

Russell Friedman, executive director
for the Grief Recovery Institute and
co-author of the book When Children
Grieve: For Adults to Help Children
Deal With Death, Divorce, Pet Loss,
Moving and Other Losses, was interviewed by Matt Lauer on the Today
Show about the best way to talk to
children about death, divorce, and
sickness. A video of the April 12
interview can be viewed at
www.msnbc.msn.com/id/7472938/.
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I 1966

Joanne Byrd Rogers ’50 is awarded an honorary doctor of humane
letters degree, presented by Allan E. Keen ’70 ’71MBA, Vice Chairman
of the Board of Trustees.

their home. Mrs. Blair traveled to Ft.
Myers to meet with the Bochette’s son,
Lin, who is the secretary general of the
World Olympians Association.

I 1955

While visiting Kangaroo Island, south
of the Australian mainland, Jane
Swicegood Elins met fellow Rollins
alumna Cheryl Thomas Morgan ’72.
To their surprise, they had both lived
on the third
floor of
Pinehurst.
Even though
many years
separated their
days at
Rollins, they
shared com-

I 1957

Alice Kuhn LaFollette continues to
produce her artwork and is a Garden
Club of America Flower Show judge.
She divides her time between Sarasota
and The Greenbrier in White Sulphur
Springs, WV. Two of her three children
graduated from Rollins.

I 1958

James G. Davis, Jr. is a member of
the International Game Fish
Association and is a certified observer
traveling the world for billfish tournaments. Todd Persons is winding down
a career spent in the news media, political counseling, and public relations.
He sold the Orlando agency he started
in 1985 and is now vice chairman. He
is currently working with an architec-

BOB KNIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY

Class News Editor: Robin Cusimano

Lantern indicates your class is celebrating a special
reunion during Homecoming 2005, October 17-23.

Ed Maxcy has been named senior
academic advisor at Washington College.
He will continue to teach and will
retain his title as lecturer in the department of drama. Ed has worked in the
Student Affairs Office at Washington
College for 28 years.

I 1967

Deborah Wood Olsen writes, “In
the past two years, my twin sister,
Dorothy Wood Klopp, and I have
accumulated our first five grandchildren
(all boys) and are expecting grandchildren No. 6 and 7.”

I 1969

Three years ago, Fred Schert closed
his general surgery practice of 23 years.
After taking a year off for rest and travel,
Fred began to work part time performing military veterans’ evaluations for
compensation for injuries. He now
works full time for the Gainesville (FL)
Department of Veterans Affairs
Compensation and Pension Office
from the home he shares with his wife,
Vicki, in Orange Park, FL
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FRANCES HYER REYNOLDS ’37 ■ A ROLLINS GIRL REMEMBERS

As an aspiring young
actress, Frances Reynolds
knew she wanted to study
drama, but wasn’t sure what
college to attend once her
father nixed the idea of her
heading to New York City.
Dear old dad thought this
native Tampa girl was a bit of
an ingénue for NYC. Rollins,
with its strong reputation in
theater arts, soon emerged as
a surefire choice. “Those were just
marvelous years filled with memories of
dances, football games, Pi Beta Phi
adventures, and so much more,” Reynolds
reminisced. “I’m still amazed at our president,
Hamilton Holt, and how groups of us would
periodically be invited to his house. Even
though the student body consisted of 500
of us, he knew everyone’s name.”
Following graduation, Reynolds decided
to hone her acting skills by performing for
two years in Chautauqua, New York, in
summer companies of the Cleveland
Playhouse. “We learned every aspect of
the theater, from set design to direction to
costuming,” she explained. She was then
ready to descend upon New York City, with
a band of fellow actors. “We would venture
from casting agent to various producers all
over the city, but acting jobs were tough to
come by, so I went to business school and
worked as a secretary to the editor of True
Comics magazine, which was published
by Parents Magazine,” she said. Not
landing an acting gig didn’t seem to dampen
Reynolds’ spirits much as she threw herself
into her new job and the very active Rollins
alumni scene in New York. “We had a
registration book at the Algonquin Hotel
that you could check to find out which
Rollins alumni were in the city, which was

I 1970

Tris Colket, his wife, Kathy, his daughter, Ryan Elizabeth Colket ’03, and
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really quite unique,” she said.
Festive cocktail parties were
commonplace, and the proceeds from the drink sales
went to the Rollins College
Library Fund.
“I was in charge of selling
drinks one night—which
turned out to be the night I
met my future husband,”
Reynolds explained. Years
later, her husband, Bill, would
tease her, recalling her first words to him:
“That will be 75 cents, please.” (Yes, 75
cents could buy you three cocktails in the
late ’30s!) They became newlyweds in
1941 and, after Pearl Harbor, relocated to
Tampa, where Bill went to work with
Reynolds’ father, who owned a shipbuilding
company that had garnered a couple of
large government contracts. “We lived in
the Beach Park area in South Tampa for
more than 40 years and raised all three of
our children in a Mediterranean-style
boom-town house,” Reynolds said.
Motherhood didn’t quell her love for acting,
however, and she was actively involved in
community theater until the mid-’60s.
These days, she’s busy playing bridge
and indulging in her 20-year-old hobby of
watercolor painting. She keeps in touch
with old College buddies Jane Harding
Wilson ’38 of St. Louis, Arthur Brownell
’37 of California, and Ruth Smith Yadley
’46 and Jacqueline Preis ’52, whom she
recently joined at a St. Petersburg Rollins
reception at the Salvador Dalí Museum
(home of the collection of Eleanor Reese
Morse ’35). And she’s quick to recite
names of friends, dorms, and buildings
from long ago. Even after 68 years,
Reynolds fondly remembers the wonder of
being a Rollins co-ed.—Zaida Rios

his son, Tris Colket V ’00, were “living
large” at Tahiti Beach when this photo
featuring three Rollins alumni was
taken. Allan E. Keen ’71MBA has been
reappointed to
the OrlandoOrange County
Expressway
Authority Board,
where he serves
as chairman.
Allan is chairman

and owner of Keewin Real Property
Company.

I 1971

Susan Johnson Woodbury ’72MAT
writes, “Our son, Geoff, will be
married in early May in Maui to his
beautiful bride, Shelly. His godmother,
Marcia Colvin Fox ’72 ’79MED, and
her husband, Greg, will be partying
with us in Hawaii for the wedding
celebration.”

I 1972

Cynthia Grubbs ’74MED writes, “After
10 years of sailing the Caribbean in our
boat, Dale and I have settled on the St.
John’s River.” Cheryl Thomas Morgan
recently visited Kangaroo Island, south
of the Australian mainland, where she
met fellow Rollins alumna Jane
Swicegood Elins ’55 (see Class News ’55).

I 1973

After being located in the Bronx
around the corner from Yankee
Stadium, Steve Thompson ’74MBA
(see Weddings) is moving his 100-yearold manufacturing business to
Brooksville, FL. He writes, “We are the
world’s largest manufacturer of hard ice
cream and water ice-making machines,
and we feel we can ‘build them better’
in Brooksville.” Dr. Tom Jordan was
joined by his brother-in-law, Dr. Ennis
Berker ’74, and Guild Fraternity
brothers Charles Perlo and Dr. Neil
Sullivan at a birthday fete for Tom’s

wife, Celia, in Bloomfield Hills, MI.
Soon after the party, Tom and Celia
moved to Palm Beach, FL just in time
for two hurricanes. During Hurricane
Frances, Tom spent three sleepless days
directing medical services at his coastal
hospital’s inland evacuation site. After
two hurricanes, the evacuated hospital
was completely destroyed.

I 1975

Anne Creighton Crews taught a
marketing promotion management
course at the Crummer School as part
of Direct Selling Days in February.
Frank Joseph writes, “Greetings from
Southern California. We’re going to
party in Winter Park this October 1723. Harpoon will attempt to play
Friday and Saturday nights.
Teleprompters are welcomed and may
help us remember the lyrics. If we can
get all the Lambdas, Kappas, Thetas,
and X-Clubbers from our era, we will
have an incredible time.” Kathryn
Schumacher is happy living on the
central coast of California with her
dogs Charlie and Nicky after living
in Santa Fe, NM for the past eight
years. She writes, “When I turned
40, I changed careers from broadcasting to interior design. My friends

thought I was crazy.” Kathryn owns
her own design firm.

I 1976

Dana Schneider Thomas joined the
Cornell Fine Arts Museum staff as
membership coordinator in February.
A former art history major and veteran
Cornell Museum member, Dana
previously worked for Florida Citrus
Sports and has been an active community
volunteer. She and her husband, Dylan
Thomas ’73, have two sons, Trevor
and Cole. Eddie Lauth is developing a
resort and two marinas on the island of
Eleuthera in the Bahamas. For more
information, visit www.frenchleave.cc or
www.frenchleaveresort.com. Barbara
Flint Krier writes, “I have a daughter
who is a junior and will be looking at
Rollins in the spring. How time flies!”
Steve Schott was elected to the Board
of Governors of the West Side Tennis
Club. He has two girls, who attend
private school in Forest Hills, NY. His
work is centered on raising funds for
New York’s inner-city children.

I 1977

Clay’s successful IT leasing company
Bay4 in Safety Harbor, FL, according
to Knight Ridder Tribune Business
News. The acquisition is expected to
expand the company’s presence in the
area. Susan Sharp writes, “I still hang
out with my old high school friend
Missy Weatherhead Shiverick and see
Mel Arnold ’75 ’76MBA from time to
time here in Cleveland. I have been
involved in a lot of nonprofit work
and had a cancer benefit in April. I’d
love to hear from Rollins alumni at
susiewyk@hotmail.com. My years at
Rollins were honestly the best of my
life.” Rob Bradley, Jr. published his
fifth book, Energy: The Master Resource.
It was endorsed by Dr. Milton
Friedman, Nobel Laureate in
Economics, who wrote, “This splendid
book effectively debunks the widespread predictions of energy doom.
Its factual base is comprehensive, its
exposition clear and straightforward,
and its economic reasoning sound.”

in the fall.” Jody
Kielbasa just completed his seventh
year as executive
director of the
Sarasota Film
Festival, which was
recently recognized as one of the top 25
film festivals in the United States by
Screen International. The festival has
chartered the Seabourn Legend to sail
to the Cannes Film Festival in May
from Italy. Jody and his wife, Helen,
have a daughter, Camille, 3.

I 1981

to the Orlando-Orange County
Expressway Authority Board, where he
serves as vice chairman. Orlando is comanaging shareholder
and an attorney in
the real estate department of the law firm
of Greenberg Traurig,
P.A. Laney Sproat
Pitt is a realtor living
in St. Petersburg, FL. She would like
to hear from old friends at laney@
tampabay.rr.com.

I 1983

Al Landsberger ’82 and Diana
Chrissis want alumni to know that
they can listen to WPRK 91.5 through
iTunes and the Web. They write,
“Now, we don’t have to wait until we’re
vacationing in the Winter Park area to
tune in to WPRK, which is still a vital
and important outlet for alternative
music. Also, Gene Pembleton ’80
hosts a radio show called ‘The British
Breakfast’ (listed as Richmond Indie
Radio on iTunes), Saturday mornings
from 10 to 12 EST from a station in
Richmond, VA.”

Tracey Robinson recently began a new
job as executive director of the
Plainfield, NJ Chamber of Commerce.
She also continues to pursue activities
that utilize her German and French
fluencies. She hopes to export her own
product to Germany in the future. She
welcomes e-mails at traydib@yahoo.com.
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I 1985

(l-r) Commencement speaker and George Morgan Ward Medal recipient
Rev. Daniel Paul Matthews ’55 ’86H with wife Diane “Deener” Vigeant
Matthews ’52, Dr. Paula Hammer, and President Lewis Duncan

Sugar Mountain during the Easter
holidays. The Nyes have an amazing
view of Grandfather Mountain and
the ski slopes where his son Jeb and
daughter-in-law Shawn run the Beech
Mountain Ski School. Ted is a real
estate developer throughout North
Carolina, and Bob is an executive with
Sea Ray Boats in Knoxville, TN. Clay
Biddinger has become General
Electric’s president of technology
finance, following GE’s acquisition of

Sybil Best Williamson and her husband
have been restoring a 1960s-era house.
She writes, “As a Jehovah’s Witness, I
still enjoy studying the Bible immensely.
I love my job, enjoy life with my loving
husband, and remember my time at
Rollins with great fondness. Truly, a
liberal arts degree is a great way to
start out.”

OCTOBER 17-23

David Siddons and his wife, Tracy,
recently celebrated their 20th wedding
anniversary. After 11 moves in David’s
22-year career with Nike, they now live
in Plano, TX, where they hope to stay
for a while. Jim ’81 and Fay Atkinson
Langsenkamp write, “Our daughter,
Kelly, will attend Rollins as a freshman

I 1979

I 1980

I 1982

THADDEUS SEYMOUR ’82HAL ’90H

Bob Reich, his wife, Ruth-Ann, and
son, Willie (Class of 2014), visited Ted
Nye ’74 ’75MBA and his wife, Judy, at
their Banner Elk, NC mountain
retreat for a bit of spring snow skiing at

Playwright Bill Leavengood’s most
recent work, Crossing the Bay, a musical
collaboration with composer/lyricist
Lee Ahlin, premiered at the Janet Root
Theatre in January. The play is
described as a tuneful retelling of Jane
Austin’s Pride and Prejudice set against
the backdrop of post-Civil War Florida.
Ted Riegel writes, “The 2nd Annual
Chris “Rider Cup” Scholarship Golf
Tournament and Dinner in Memory
of Chris Rider ’82 will take place
Friday, October 21, 2005, with golf
from approximately 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Dinner at the Winter Park Women’s
Club will begin at 8 p.m. Please keep
the date open and look for updates on
the Alumni Association Web site.”
Orlando Evora has been reappointed

Gigi Goldstein Giannoni was recently
named chief operating officer for
Gameday Centers, a luxury sports
condominium developer in Atlanta,
GA. She relocated with her husband to
Atlanta a couple of years ago after living
in Florida for 20 years. Prior to
Gameday Centers, Gigi was with
Gables Residential, a publicly traded
REIT, where she led the company’s
marketing and training efforts.

I 1986

Peggy Edginton Griffel and her husband and family have relocated to the
small town of Poulsbo in the West
Sound area of the state of Washington.
She would like to hear from other
alumni in the Seattle metropolitan area.
Kevin Smith was recently promoted to
associate chairman for research in the
department of physics at Naval
Postgraduate School. This summer he
begins a one-year sabbatical at the
Royal Netherlands Naval College in
den Helder, the Netherlands. His family
will travel with him. William “Bill”
Wood (see Family Additions) started his
ENT residency at the University of
Pittsburgh in June 2004. His wife,
Clare Mundell, is a psychologist in
private practice. He writes, “I enjoyed
seeing Hoyt Edge, Stephen Klemann,
Eileen Gregory et. al. when I was in
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CRAIG POLEJES ’85 ■ “IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE”
Listening to Craig
Polejes talk about himself conjures up images
of the Jimmy Stewart
classic It’s a Wonderful
Life. Unlike George
Bailey, Polejes doesn’t
need Clarence, the
angel, to show him how
much meaning his life
has. Polejes has figured
that out all by himself.
And he doesn’t need
the help of the residents
of Bedford Falls to save
his failing Bailey
Building & Loan. But,
like George Bailey,
Polejes has made a positive difference in
the lives of many.
Born in Buffalo, New York, and raised in
Wilmington, Delaware, Polejes played
soccer in high school and met Gordie
Howell (former Rollins soccer coach and
currently associate professor of physical
education) at a summer soccer camp. He
later flew down to check out Rollins College
and said it was “an easy sell.”
“Coming from Delaware, the climate
was an attraction,” Polejes said, “and I was
looking for a liberal arts curriculum and a
small, intimate atmosphere.”
He found it all, and more, at Rollins.
Polejes played soccer, was active in intramurals, spent a lot of time waterskiing and
windsurfing on Lake Virginia, and was a
member of the X-Club fraternity—“but I
never let my activities get in the way of my
education,” he said.
An economics major, Polejes originally
got into banking as a “means to an end.”
He began his career with an independent
community bank in Winter Park, but spent
much of his 20-year career at SouthTrust
Bank (later acquired by Wachovia).
Realizing that “service and personal
attention are not the same,” Polejes and
two colleagues recently founded a new
community bank, Florida Bank of Commerce.
“This is something I’ve always wanted to
do and, for a variety of reasons, the timing
couldn’t be better,” Polejes said.
He is a community banker at heart and
believes there is a demand and need for
community banking. And he is a committed
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and active member of
the larger Central
Florida community. He
was chair of the Orlando
Regional Chamber of
Commerce in 2005 and
is on the board of the
Orlando/Orange County
Convention & Visitors
Bureau and Workforce
Central Florida.
Polejes credits his
core value of giving
back to the community
primarily to his family.
“My family has always
been involved with
community-based
organizations,” Polejes said. “I only know
one way—and that’s getting involved in a
leadership role, not just writing a check and
sitting back.”
In 1995, Polejes got married and moved
back to Winter Park. He brought his active
volunteerism to the Rollins College Alumni
Association board six years ago. “I’ve
enjoyed meeting alumni from other eras
and sharing experiences,” he said. “More
than anything, I’ve enjoyed coming back to
campus, meeting with administrators,
hearing about what the students are up to,
and staying connected with the school and
seeing firsthand how it’s doing.”
His fondest Rollins memories are of
student life. “Greek life was an integral
component of the fabric of the College,”
said Polejes, who has remained lifelong
friends with several fraternity brothers and
recently traveled to Monroe, Louisiana for a
“Clubber’s” wedding.
Today his life is full. His wife, Alison, and
his daughters, Carly Shea and Brea, are
the focal point, and his work launching the
Florida Bank of Commerce is almost
complete.
Though he describes himself as “vanilla
and rather boring,” Polejes’ joie de vivre
and commitment to helping his fellow man
are engaging.
So, perhaps Clarence was right. His final
message to George Bailey sums it all up
very nicely: “No man is a failure who has
friends.” And like George, Polejes is the
“richest man in the world.”
—Ann Marie Varga ’82

town last year for the American
Academy of Otolaryngology meeting.”

I 1988

Susan Clary began her term on the
Orange County Soil and Water
Conservation District in January after
winning more than one-half of the
precincts and defeating six opponents
in the countywide election. She currently works for the Ninth Judicial
Circuit Court and lives in Winter Park.
Leah Mason achieved 2004 MultiMillion Dollar Seller recognition as a
realtor with ERA Neil Fischer Realty in
Lake County, FL. Claudia Park is
currently on an expat assignment as a
technical services manager at the new
Hong Kong Disneyland Resort on
Lantau Island, Hong Kong. She will be
there through the fall and can be
reached at claudia.park@disney.com.

I 1989

Donna Stram (see Family Additions)
and her husband, Steven, recently
moved to central Massachusetts, where
Steven started his practice at Heywood
Hospital. Donna is in the process of
reopening her consulting business after
taking time off for maternity leave.
Robin Dolan Keener is one of four
American women selected to represent
the United States on the U.S. Tennis
Association’s Suzanne Lenglen Cup
team in the International Tennis
Federation’s World Cup Championships in Australia. Robin is the 2003
and 2004 U.S. Professional Tennis
Association’s “National W35 Player of
the Year.”

I 1990

Doug Dvorak, his wife, Shannon, and
their four children, Rachel, Emily,
Graham, and Peter, have recently
relocated to the Orlando area, living in
nearby Isleworth. Doug is working as
senior vice president and south region
director of sales for the Private Bank of
Bank of America. After 10 years as
head tennis coach at Washington
College in Maryland, one national
team title, and 10 top-10 finishes, Matt
Rose has accepted the position of tennis
director at the Winchester Country
Club outside of Boston. He and his
wife, Kathy, have been married for 10
years and have three children: Whitney,

I 1991

Thad Coakley, a major in the Marine
Corps, returned to Iraq in August 2004
as staff judge advocate for a rifle
battalion assigned to Al Anbar province.
In addition to processing detainees,
adjudicating Iraqi compensation claims,
and resolving military justice matters,
he participates in
raids for insurgents
and weapon caches,
helps build and
supply schools and
hospitals, coordinates
local courts and governing councils,
and patrols villages and supply routes.
He has been awarded the Combat
Action Ribbon, the Global War on
Terrorism Expeditionary Medal, the
Iraqi Service Medal, and the Presidential
Unit Citation. He was scheduled to
return to his family in San Antonio in
the spring. Natalie Stoney Walters is
counsel for the Boeing Company
assigned to its subsidiaries Boeing
Satellite Systems, Inc. and Spectrolab,
Inc. Both companies are involved in
the aerospace industry, manufacturing
satellites (e.g. DirectTV and XM
Radio) and searchlight/solar cells,
respectively. David Herman reports
that he and his wife, LeeAnn, were
recently married, and he has a new job
as general counsel for the Florida
Department of Veterans’ Affairs.
Gregory Hickey (see Family Additions)
and his wife, Alison, have relocated to
Rowayton, CT. After working for seven
years as a social worker, Diane Palmer
Bukowski (see Family Additions) has
decided to change careers. She is
currently working toward a master of
arts in teaching in special education
and will graduate in June 2006. She
and her family live in Aurora, IL, a
suburb of Chicago.

I 1992

Jason Dimitris recently left his
position with Florida Attorney General
Charlie Crist’s Office of Statewide
Prosecution, where he was special
counsel for technology crimes and
identity theft. His new position is as
assistant United States Attorney in the

Southern District of Florida, where he
is responsible for criminal prosecutions
in the federal system. Jason was quoted
in the Miami Herald and the Sun
Sentinel in December after presenting at
an identity theft summit. Brooks
Anderson Hatfield and his wife,
Meredith
(daughter
of Ginger
McAleese
Johnson
’68 and
cousin of
Aleese Mills Hartmann), have two
children: Evans, 3, and Grace, 2.
Cecilia Green Browne convinced her
children, Billy and
Caroline, to pose
for a picture while
enjoying a day at
the beach. Hillary
Root Sullivan (see
Family Additions)
works full time as a research scientist

I 1993

the Orland Magic and wife Pamela
Pushkin Freeman (see Family
Additions) left Disney Weddings to stay
home with their son.

Jason Dittmer moved to Whidbey
Island in February. He writes, “The
commute into Seattle is definitely
worth the return-trip home!” Anne
Hansford has had a busy year. She
completed her master’s degree in
journalism in October, was married
in November (see Weddings), and
moved back to London (after two
years in Cambridge) in April. She writes,
“Things couldn’t be better!” She can
be reached by e-mail at ahansford2002
@aol.com. Christine Fournier Rono
(see Family Additions) teaches fourth
grade in the Andover (MA) public
school system.

I 1997

I 1994

Shannon Harrison Huber (see
Family Additions) and her family live
in New Orleans, where Shannon
plans to resume her work as an assistant district attorney at the end of her
maternity leave. Lisa Meehan Crosby

COMMENCEMENT 2005

Class of 2005—
Welcome to the Alumni Association!
at Pioneer Hi-Bred International in
Des Moines, leading a maize
molecular breeding genetics lab. Her
husband, Dan, recently finished his
internal medicine residency and has
joined a local practice. Chris Rizzolo
(see Weddings) and his wife, Sandra,
spent nine days in Rome, Italy for
their honeymoon. Dr. Stacy Pierson
(see Family Additions) is enjoying his
work as a pediatric hospitalist at All
Children’s Hospital in St. Petersburg,
FL and was recently appointed as a
clinical instructor in the department
of pediatrics at the University of South
Florida College of Medicine.

(see Family Additions) and her husband,
Darren, live in Atlanta, GA, with
their two children, Ashley and Sean.

I 1996

In February, Tara Stadelmann ’95,
Jessica Zimmerman Day ’95,
Elizabeth Folger Conover ’95,
Monica Hunsader Contreras ’95,
Jamie Jennings Rhodes, Christine
Smilari Dian, and Jennifer Maloney
Marshall ’97 had a mini Rollins/Chi

O reunion in Key Islamorada).
Charlie Freeman is still working for

BOB KNIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY

Charley, and Hogan. John Moss,
D.O. (see Family Additions), a general
and vascular surgeon in Michigan, was
recently appointed vice chairman of the
department of surgery at Mt. Clemens
General Hospital. He sends greetings to
his friends from R.O.C. and fellow
biology majors.

Anne Kettle Baker (see Weddings)
teaches third grade at the Town School
in New York and is studying for a
master’s degree in childhood education
at the Bank Street College. Jennifer
Judge Clark (see Family Additions)
lives in Austin, TX. Edwin Melendez
is currently an orthopaedics intern, but
he will be taking time off to participate
in the Navy’s flight surgeon program in
Pensacola. Teresa Greenlees Gelston
was recently named one of Tampa Bay
Metro Magazine’s 15 People to Watch
in 2005. The magazine cited her role
as founder and chair of Verve Tampa
Bay, a local grassroots organization
helping young professionals to make
the city a better place to live, work,
and play. For more information, visit
www.vervetampabay.com. Artist Jules
Blaine Davis is a self-taught, abstract
painter based in Los Angeles. She
paints with varied
acrylics and mediums
on surfaces ranging
from canvas and
wood to paper
towels and baby
clothes to create art
that is bright, colorful, and exudes
movement. For more information,
visit www.julesblainedavis.com. Greg
and Alicia McGoogan Oreste ’99 (see
Family Additions) have relocated to
White Plains, NY. Greg was recently
promoted to manager of initial training for Pfizer Pharmaceuticals, and
Alicia is staying home with their new
baby. She plans to return to work as a
pediatric occupational therapist when
the baby is older.

I 1998

Shannon Barry played the lead role in
the film A Touch of Grey, which will
debut at film festivals this year. She also
performed in Shelter, a new play by
Marcos Stafne ’99 and directed by
Lynn Burke Bogner at The West End
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By Diane Hubbard Burns, Sentinel Dance Critic

DARIO J. MOORE ’96 ■ A CHANCE TO TURN EVERYTHING AROUND

HILDA M. PEREZ/ORLANDO SENTINEL

Dario Moore grew up in Central Florida but followed his dream to other locales before returning.

It’s a Sunday afternoon in early November
and the U-Turn dancers—just 19 days from
debuting the African dance-drama Makulu—
are working hard to conjure a Serengeti wilderness populated by wildebeests, zebras and
giraffes. They are doing it with a YMCA aerobics studio, a motley crew of 9- to 44-year-old
performers and a pulsating, African score.
A little and strikingly tall—6-foot-3—young
man, with cornrows gathered into short ponytail, alternates dancing with leading the group
and giving pep talks. He performs a slow, fluid
solo holding a giraffe mask out in front of him
on a stick.
“Stand by, vultures,” he calls over the drone
of drums.
There is surely not another rehearsal hall—
maybe anywhere—where you can hear a
director give the cue, “Stand by, vultures.” But
then Dario J. Moore is no stranger to doing the
unexpected.
The stepson of a military man, Moore, 29,
grew up in Daytona Beach, where it never
occurred to him to dance, let alone pursue it as
a vocation. College seemed unlikely given the
family’s economic means until a Mainland High
School teacher took him under her wing and
helped him apply to Rollins College in Winter
Park.
At Rollins, Moore auditioned for and
received a theatre scholarship. That audition
included taking a dance class—his first.
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“It was a weakness for me,” says Moore,
who had done some acting and public speaking in high school but was unschooled in
dance. He is big, though, on believing in latent
potential and making miracles happen. “I just
focused on it to see if I could do it.”
Rollins dance professor W. Robert Sherry
recalls meeting Moore on his way out of an
Alvin Ailey performance at the college. “He
walked out and said, ‘I just can’t believe that.
I’ve never seen anything like it. That’s what I
want to do.’”
Inspired by movement

A decade later, Moore is armed with a
degree in theatre from Rollins College, a master’s degree in dance from American University
in Washington, D.C., and the life experience of
five years in Atlanta between the two. He’s
dancing part-time, working an unsatisfying daytime desk job and determined to make dance
his life.
To that end, he teaches at Valencia
Community College, at the Winter Park and
Oviedo YMCAs, at an after-school recreation
program and at private dance studios. His UTurn company recruits dancers—and even
YMCA dance-dabblers—from them all.
Moore speaks of breaking down barriers in
the dance community, embracing untrained
would-be dancers and inspiring both audi-

ences and dancers to believe in themselves
and to create a more peaceful, loving world.
“I’m trying to teach these folks to believe in
the gifts they have—to honor them,” Moore
says.
Craig W. Johnson, Moore’s friend as well as
co-founder and administrative director of UTurn Dance, has boiled it down to a mission
statement:
“The mission is to inspire audiences through
movement to know their own potential and to
affect the movement of the world,” he says. If
that sounds New Age-y, well, so be it.
“It is New Age if New Age is opening your
mind to new things,” Moore says.
Tribute to strong women

Staging a dance with an all-animal character
cast that pays allegorical tribute to Moore’s
female forebears certainly would qualify under
that definition.
Makulu, which Moore says translates from
Zulu to “strong woman chief,” is his way of
paying homage to his female kin, who held
families together and fed and nurtured kids,
often absent the men in their lives.
It is especially, he says, a tribute to Greatgrandmother Dorothy Goins Hosey, a survivor
of the 1923 Rosewood massacre, in which
white vigilantes murdered members of an
African-American community near Cedar Key
and burned it to the ground.
“The drama and turmoil they overcame to
build their community, make it thrive and then
to be able to survive and carry on says a lot to
me as an artist,” Moore says. “I stand on the
shoulders of those people.”
Yet there’s no direct reference to his ancestors or, for that matter, any humans in Makulu.
Instead, there are dancers of varied ages and
levels of experience—from college dance students to novices—portraying lions and vultures
and cheetahs. It takes a kind of Lion King
approach to convey a message of personal
and community empowerment with a story
about a wildebeest who gives birth, becomes
separated from her herd and meets the challenges of survival.
Rachel Kessler, a 23-year-old psychology
major at the University of Central Florida, studied dance growing up but had abandoned it
until recently, when Moore drew her back to
the studio and stage.

Theatre in New York City. Brandy
Mitchell and David Hardie ’01 also
were in the cast. The play was part of a
new festival held by Six Figures Theatre
Company, of which Kimberly Donovan
’97 is a founding member. Shannon writes,
“As always, working with my fellow
Rollins theater members was a terrific
experience, and I can’t wait for our next
joint venture.” Amalee McCoy lives in
Bangkok, Thailand, where she works for
the United Nations on child protection
issues for the Asia and Pacific region.
She also manages an income generation
project for poor families living in Bangkok
slums, which she started as a Fulbright
Scholar. Yolaine Cotel ’01MA is a
licensed mental health counselor. She
recently returned from Thailand, where
her family lives, and is thankful that her
family was spared when the tsunami hit
Phuket.

“I loved his philosophy. It doesn’t matter what you look like or if
you started dance late,” says Kessler. “It felt good to be out there
not just thinking ‘Look at me’ but ‘This dance is a gift—I want to
give it to you.’”
“Dario is a definition unto himself,” says Julie Coleman, who
directs the Orlando School of Cultural Dance, Central Florida’s
go-to place for African dance and drumming along with everything from ballet to hip-hop lessons. Moore has taught classes
there.
“I don’t think anyone who meets Dario focuses only on his
dance,” Coleman says, “The way he lives, the positive energy he
has about himself is very alluring. He has a passion for bringing
dance together—taking off the restraints of being an artist—the
do’s, the don’ts, the technique, technique, technique. Dario is a
free spirit who wants to take the reins and restrictions off the art.”

Appeared originally in the Orlando Sentinel. Reprinted by
permission.

Elizabeth Ashwell was one of 18 emerging leaders selected to participate in the
Coro Women in Leadership Program.
The four-month part-time training program is designed to enhance leadership
skills and community awareness among
women in the
St. Louis metropolitan area.
Chris Kahl
’00MBA has
released a new
CD titled Up
from the Underground. Recorded in
London, the CD is available for purchase
at cdbaby.com.

I 2000
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Pitching in for a dream
Being a free spirit, however, does not pay for itself. While
Moore and Johnson complete the process of applying for nonprofit status, which they hope will make fund raising for U-Turn
easier, they are supporting the endeavor with their salaries.
Troupe members are helping to make or buy the elaborate costumes that will transform them into zebras, vultures, and wildebeests.
He tells his dancers: “You are telling a message that is so
important to me—to my mother, my grandmother, and great
grandmother. Thank you
for making it possible for
me to live my dreams.”
One guesses that the
name U-Turn Dance,
given Moore’s penchant
for laying down a coat of
philosophy on everything,
must have been chosen
with metaphorical intent.
But, Moore says, it “actually just represents a sign
I saw driving down the
street” when he was
seeking a name for his
troupe.
It does, however, dovetail nicely with the attitude
that has taken him from Central Florida to Washington and back
again, from the Daytona ‘hood to a dance studio to the stage:
“Every now and again in a lifetime, you get a chance to turn
everything around.”

I 1999

Josue Nieves-Santiago graduated from
drill sergeant school in June 2004. He
is a mobilized reservist and has been
deployed to Kuwait since December.
He is working as a personnel supervisor
assisting soldiers who are returning from
rest and recuperation leave.

I 2001

Kristin McAllaster Mease ’03MED (see
Weddings) lives in Anaheim, CA, where
she volunteers at a local elementary
school, works as a substitute teacher, and
writes children’s books. Stephanie Wolfe
is pursuing a doctorate in biomedical
sciences at USF. She works in a lab in St.
Petersburg, where her current research
involves diabetes. Stacey Coffman
recently earned a master of liberal studies
degree at the Rollins College Hamilton
Holt School. She gave two presentations
at the Association for Women in Psychology on “Disability and Multiple Identity

Politics.” She co-wrote a book review for
Sex Roles: A Journal of Research and has a
forthcoming book chapter on disability
and sexuality. Jill Razor graduated with a
4.0 GPA from the Medical College of
Georgia in Augusta in May, according to
the Atlanta Journal-Constitution.

I 2002

Megan Bennett is an environmental
awareness volunteer for the Peace Corps
in the Dominican Republic. She works
in the Campo of Buena Vista in the
southwest province of San Juan de la
Maguana, promoting environmentally
friendly agriculture practices, waste
management, water management, and
environmental education. She currently
uses local teen baseball teams to help
construct and plant organic gardens,
rewarding the teams with baseball equipment in exchange for their service hours.
Jennifer Campbell is director of the
International Education and Exchange
Office at Middle Tennessee State
University. She writes, “I attribute my
success to the wonderful international
relations and history departments at
Rollins. I cannot thank these departments enough for
preparing me for this
position.” Deanna
Marie Russo (see
Weddings) is taking
classes in entrepreneurship through
UCLA’s extension
program, while juggling her full-time
career as a model and actress. She writes,
“My husband, Kelly, and I live in Venice
Beach, CA with Kerbie the dumpy tree
frog, who, I might add, is a former resident of R.O.C. Yes, Kerbie lives!” Leah
Halsey has been living in Portland, ME
for two years and recently purchased her
first home. She writes, “My career has
really taken off. I miss the Florida
winters, but
otherwise, life is
good. See you all
at homecoming.”
Gregory
Babcock (r) lives
in Philadelphia
and will graduate from Pennsylvania Law
School in May 2005. In the fall, he starts
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S P O T L I G H T on young a l u m n i

—By Vickie Pleus

Kadin Caines ’99
kcaines@aol.com

HEALTHY OUTLOOK—As health analyst, Kadin Caines ’99
works for the Health Resources and Services Administration.
In this position, the federal employee evaluates policy set
forth by the department and the ultimate impact of policy
decisions.
Kadin Caines (r) with Issa Cohen ’99
“What I enjoy most about my job is seeing where we
and Ayse Numan ’00 in Japan
make a difference in the country,” said the sociology major.
“Reading about all the different things we’re doing is amazing. Every day, I probably evaluate
10 different organizations from across the country. I see the impact that nonprofits are making in
the lives they touch.”
Upon graduation from Rollins, Caines earned his master’s degree in public health from Yale
University, and he may continue his educational career as his professional career path comes
into clearer focus. “I’ll probably go back to school and become a lawyer for a little change of
pace,” said the British Virgin Islands native. “I’ll contemplate some things, have another degree,
and have options.” When not engaged in shaping national policy, Caines enjoys traveling. He
recently returned from a trek to Japan, and his next journey will take him to New Guinea.

Keira Keeley ’04
jokeir@aol.com

DRAMA QUEEN—As a member of the Rollins Players, Keira Keeley ’04
spent much of her time in Winter Park gaining hands-on experience in
theater, both onstage and in production roles.
She’s continued a busy pace since graduating, working on films in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, auditioning for an acting program in Louisville,
Kentucky, and her latest project: working in New York City on a film which
Keeley in New
she’ll perform in and direct.
Mexico, summer 2004
For Keeley, the biggest challenge of acting is staying motivated. “It’s easy
to be an actor when you’re in a role, but it’s harder to be committed when you’re not the right
‘look,’” Keeley said. “It’s important to stay motivated and be your own cheerleader and know you’re
talented based on your own evaluation.”
The double-major (theater and English) graduated magna cum laude. Some of her fondest
memories of Rollins involve her relationship with her professors. “I loved the conversations I had
in my professors’ offices—being able to talk about life or course selections or the show or life’s
relationship drama. I was lucky to have my professors be my friends, too.”

Phil Livingston ’02
ConceptGOC@aol.com

BOUNDLESS ENERGY—After graduating with a major in environmental
studies, Phil Livingston ’02 spent some time installing a small wind system
in Washington state through a program with Solar Energy International.
“The time I spent there helped me realize that’s what I would probably do
for the rest of my life,” he said.
Livingston’s knack for harnessing renewable energies continued when
Livingston and
he
was sworn in as a Peace Corps volunteer on April 5, 2003. One of
Philippines
nine applicants chosen from a pool of 120, the New York City native was
President Arroyo
stationed in the city of Bais in Negros Oriental, Philippines.
By the time he had returned from Bais this past February, the 26-year-old had installed a
solar-powered water-pumping system, created a rain-water harvesting system, and raised
$119,000 in grants to support the multi-acre mangrove reforestation project he oversaw in the
disadvantaged city. And that’s just the beginning.
In May, Livingston began his new job with Solar Energy International in Colorado, where he
is tasked with redesigning the company’s international volunteer program.
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his position as an associate with the law
firm of Young, Conaway, Stargatt &
Taylor of Wilmington, DE. He and T.R.
Parker were groomsmen for the wedding
of Jason Roberson ’01 (l) to Katie
Heille in December.

I 2003

Vanessa Nelson lives in Aspen, CO,
where she works for a ski and media
event planning company and enjoys
skiing multiple times a week. During the
past “off-season,” she enjoyed reuniting
with fellow alumna Ruth Guest ’03 in
Kaui, HI for some surf, sun, and hiking.
Lindsay Lathrop writes, “I just moved
back ‘home’ to Philly and am working in
public relations for a specialty materials
company. I am in charge of the employee
publication, which is distributed to
23,000 employees worldwide. I am happy
with my decision to move up North…
until winter comes!” Kevin Galin is
attending Quinnipiac University School
of Law. Peter Sullivan recently moved
onto a houseboat and has a 5-month-old
Australian shepherd named Jedi.

I 2004

Sean Carr is attending Creighton
University School of Dentistry in Omaha,
NE. Whitney Morse is working as an
actress at the Crystal Palace Theatre. She
writes, “I love living in Aspen surrounded
by mountains and snow. I plan to stay
here one more year, then I will move to
Los Angeles to see what else I can do
with my acting career.”

FAMILY ADDITIONS
’86 William “Bill”
Wood and wife Clare
Mundell, son Beckett
Charles Mundell-Wood,
12/19/04, who joins
sister Wells Maya, 2.
’87 Margaret
O’Sullivan Parker and husband David,
son Samuel Allan, 9/1/04; Amy Teets
Triggs and
husband
Matthew,
son Bo
Davis,
11/30/04,
who joins
sisters Molly, 9, and Bailey, 6.
’89 Donna Stram
and husband Steven
Branch, son John
Dempsey, 7/04, who
joins sisters Sara
Frances and Mary Rose.

’90 John Moss and wife Maribeth,
daughter Kelsey Nicole, 12/4/04.
Chris ’93 and
Joline Furman
Tonra, son Colin
Christopher,
11/22/04, who
joins sister Kaitlyn
Jane, 7, and son
Logan Rockwell, 4.
’91 Edward Lahey and wife Colleen,
son Edward V. Lahey IV, 9/28/04;
Gregory Hickey and wife Alison, son
Luke
Christopher,
10/30/04;
Diane
Palmer
Bukowski
and husband
Ray, son Ethan John, 9/6/04;
Monique deBoer
O’Connell and
husband
Christopher, son
Frederick “Fritz”
John, 4/19/04.
’92 Suzanne Williams Schoenfeld
and husband Eric, son Dylan Adam,
7/17/04, who joins brother Finn, 3;
Hillary Root Sullivan and husband
Dan, son Timothy, 1/8/05, who joins
sister Lilly and brother Wilson; Kristin
Preble Crandall and husband Gregory,
daughter Erin Anne, 3/21/05; Stacy
Pierson and wife Julie, son Trey,
10/8/04, who joins siblings Jordan and
Jasmine.
’93 J.G. and Kimberly Glisker
Robilotti ’94, daughter Mia, 1/12/04,
who joins brother Jack; Christine
Fournier Rono and husband
Nathaniel, twin girls Amelia and Heidi,
11/26/03.
’94 Shannon Harrison Huber and
husband Stephen, son Stephen
Harrison “Harris,”
11/20/04;
Robiaun Rogers
Charles and husband Preston,
daughter Camille
Andriece Voncelle,
2/19/05; Lisa
Meehan Crosby
and husband
Darren, son Sean
Christopher,
1/12/05; Erik
Metzdorf and wife
Kerry, daughter

Caroline Rose, 1/20/05; Kate
Rasmussen Ange and husband Kyle,
daughter Isabella, 1/7/05.
’95 Steven Sipprell and wife Kelli,
daughter Carolyn Jayne, 3/14/05,
who joins sister Morgan Anne, 2; Sally
Fleischmann Oyler ’00MA and
husband Jason, son Alexander Jason,
3/28/05, who is the grandson of Ross
Fleischmann ’55 and his wife, Jean.

WEDDINGS
’73 Steve Thompson ’74MBA to Paula
Thompson, 12/04.
’92 Chris Rizzolo to Sandra
Fernandez, 11/6/04 in Miami, FL;
wedding party: Toni Lachance-Lit ’94
and her husband, Mike; attendee:
Donna Morrow ’90.
’93 Anne Hansford to Peter Williams,
11/04.
’95 Dan O’Callaghan to Diane M.
Henry, 11/9/04 in Nantucket, MA;
ushers: Ken Foraste, Steve Pratt, Kelly
Robinson ’96, and John Boxer ’96.

’96 Amy Eisinger Gardiner and
husband John, son John Patrick Jr.,
3/24/05, who joins sister Lily, 2.
Charlie and
Pamela Puskin
Freeman welcomed their first
child, son Charles
Y. Freeman V,
1/10/04.
’97 Jennifer Judge Clark and husband
Brad, daughter Isabella Eryn, 12/1/04;
Greg and Alicia
McGoogan
Oreste ’99, son
Gavin
McGoogan
Oreste,
10/4/04.
’98 Elizabeth
Yeager Kahn
and husband
Daniel, daughter Shelby
Brookbank,
1/22/05.
’99 Amy Will
Brumfield and
husband Hardy,
daughter Brooke
Mackenzie,
10/23/04.
’00 Jay Newberry and wife Laurie,
daughter Sarah Joanne, 3/10/05.

’96 Kenny
Bonnett, Jr. to
Melissa Feeney,
10/16/04 at
Knowles
Memorial Chapel;
attendees: Keith
Buckley ’88
’95MBA, Tom Cook ’79, Philip
Carlin ’77HH ’79MSM, Ian Eule ’99
’02MBA, Simon Wiseman, Carlos
Barcia ’00, Tim Kehrig, Pat Hanley
’03HH, Mike Navarra ’98HH, and
Declan Link ’90.
’97 Anne Kettle to George Baker IV,
1/29/05 at All Souls’ Episcopal Church
in Miami Beach.
’98 Sara Feldman to Gary Linda, 1/8/05.
’98 Tara Bathgate to Douglas Rowan,
4/3/04 in
Knowles
Memorial Chapel;
bridesmaids:
Michele Esfahani
Bowden, Susan
Bailey Elwell,
and Kristal Hale Jackson; attendees:
Timothy Bowden ’99, Mr. and Mrs.
Philip Hale, Jr., Ed Bustos ’98
’03MBA, Eileen Fernandez ’97, Kiera
Marsh ’03, Timothy Horton ’01,
Todd Marsh, Jr. ’06, Adele Nicony
Higgins ’74, Duke Marsh ’76, and
Lawrence Marsh ’72HH.

Evanoff; attendees: Tracy Carmany,
Allison Stattner, Kristin Scott
Aldridge, Deb Wollheim Weinsberg,
Jennifer Condren ’99, Joe D’Alton,
Cato Anderson, and Bobby Jones ’99
(not pictured).
’01 Lindsey
Cernuda to
Nicholas
Paleologos ’99,
2/5/05 in Cat
Cay, Bahamas;
attendees: Carlos
Iraola ’99,
Seamus Lamb
’00, Tracy Carmany ’98, Michelle
Ciavattone ’01, Adair Butt Smith
’00, Gibson Purdom Patterson, and
Debbie Lemel ’02.
’01 Kristin McAllaster ’03MED to
Cameron Mease, 11/20/04 in Knowles
Memorial Chapel.
’01 Gibson S.
Purdom to Brent
R. Patterson,
10/02/04 at
Kenwood
Country Club in
Cincinnati, OH;
attendees: Robert ’00HH and Jessica
Wollaston Stanton ’99, Lindsey
Cernuda Paleologos, and Crystal
Grant ’02 ’04MBA.
’01 Evelyn Monsted Simmons to
Peter Francis Freeman Kissel III ’00,
10/2/04 at St. Patrick’s Church in New
Orleans.
’02 Deanna
Marie Russo to
Kelly Jay Conway,
11/17/04 at the
Southernmost
House in Key
West, FL; maidof-honor: Colby
Gwyn-Williams ’03; attendees: Peg
O’Keef ’81, Jessica Carlton ’03, and
Mark Wynegar ’03.
I N M E M O RY on page 42

’98 Anne P. O’Brien to Ryan F.
Michaelis, 9/25/04 in Woods Hole,
MA (Cape Cod); bridesmaid: Lizzy
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Q&A alumni perspectives
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Bertrand Russell said, “There are two motives for reading a book: one, that you enjoy it; the other, that you can boast about
it.” The following alumni must truly appreciate the books they chose to read while being stranded on a desert island!

“If you were stranded on a desert island with only one
book to read, what would you choose and why?”

Tom Grubbs ’56

Kit Johnson Rutledge ’52

So, I’m on a desert island and have to
choose one book. Hmmm.…If I chose
Shakespeare, Wilbur Dorsett would be
proud of me. I’d be limited to the Bard
and his comments of the times, but
would enjoy his deftness with meter. If it
were the Bible, I would learn the Ten
Commandments and how to lead a
good life with other people. But,
wait…there are no other people…I am
on a deserted island. Might get a subscription to Reader’s Digest...it has a
cure for everything. Gee…wait a
minute; I am on a deserted island…that means that the whole world is
around me. I am the center of the universe. No matter which way I go,
there is the joy of discovery, the unknown to delight my senses, the
excitement to awake tomorrow and face a new challenge. I feel like
Columbus, Erickson, and all the other people who, for a brief moment,
became the center of the universe. Now, all I need is a copy of Sam
Devlin’s boatbuilding book.

What book would I take to read awhile
If stranded on a desert isle?
For this decision I do rejoice
I think the Bible would be my choice.

Tomg24@earthlink.net

Sili Recio ’96

srecio@scholasticbookfairs.com

I think it would have to be The
Alchemist, by Paulo Coelho. Being
able to experience your instincts,
your inner voice, and your spiritual
center is central to this story. I find
it being central in my life and probably would find it quite useful if
stranded on an island. The experiences that Santiago has—from
being scared of leaving the familiar
based on a stranger’s suggestion
to the excitement of starting over, meeting new people, seeing new
places—speak to the essence of humanity. I, too, have slept on top of
my greatest treasure not realizing that it was there. The book was an
affirmation of my experiences, a confirmation that I was on the right
path, and a reminder of the life lessons learned along the way. I believe
that on a deserted island, these lessons would be central to my survival
and my spirit.
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We find wonderful poetry of various kinds
Lyric, didactic and tender love lines.
Hymns of worship are quite commonplace,
First Chronicles inspired “Amazing Grace.”

It’s a book of spiritual consolation,
Prayer, hope, faith and aspiration.
The New Living Translation I would select
Far better for my humble intellect.

P.S. The travel agency “PREDESTINATION”
I’ll not use again to plan a vacation!

QUESTION

FOR THE NEXT ISSUE:

In the 1960s, when one of pre-law professor Marvin Newman’s students
was placed on a respirator and pronounced brain dead following a car
accident, Newman’s classroom conversations turned to questions associated
with artificial life support. “Before that, a person was declared dead
when the heart stopped beating. This was only the second case in
Florida where a person was declared brain dead while being kept ‘alive’
on a respirator,” Newman explained. This sparked Newman’s interest
in the legal aspects of artificial life support, and he soon proposed a
course on Death &Dying. While his request was met with mixed
reviews, it was approved, and Rollins became one of the first colleges in
the country to offer such a class. Today, Newman’s Death & Dying
course is the one of the most sought-after courses at Rollins.

“If you could design a new class to be
taught at Rollins, what would the topic
be and why?”
We want to hear from you! Please e-mail or mail your answer (150
words maximum) and a photograph of yourself (digital photos must be
in jpg or tif format, minimum 300 dpi) to Ilyse Gerber in the Office of
Alumni Relations at igerber@rollins.edu or 1000 Holt Avenue - 2736,
Winter Park, FL 32790. Deadline: Monday, August 1, 2005.
Note: Rollins reserves all editorial rights and final decisions for inclusion of
Q&A submissions.

IN MEMORY

Rollins Says Goodbye to Outstanding Senior
Rollins has lost a living legend and
beloved friend—and no doubt one of
the few people able to recall the days
when freshmen were required to pick
sandspurs from the old “Sandspur
Bowl.”
Jeannette Dickson “Dickie” Colado,
whose life has been intertwined with the
College for more than eight decades,
passed away on January 30, 2005, just
two months shy of her 98th birthday.
The matriarch of a Rollins legacy
family, Colado began her association
with the College when she attended the
Rollins Academy her senior year in high
school, following her family’s move to
Mount Dora from her native Sewickley,
Pennsylvania. A talented swimmer, she
was lured to the Winter Park campus
by beautiful Lake Virginia. In 1923, after
graduating from the Academy, she
entered Rollins College. There, she
made a significant impact on campus
life and met the man who would later
become her husband.
A modern languages major, Colado
was a campus leader who possessed
an infectious energy and wit that
became her hallmark. She swam competitively throughout her College career
and loved racing canoes in her free
time. She was instrumental in forming
the local Sigma Phi sorority, which
became the Gamma Chapter of the
national Pi Beta Phi Sorority in 1929.
Following graduation, Colado
continued her studies at Russell Sage
College in New York City, where she
earned a second bachelor’s degree in
physical education. She returned to
Winter Park in 1931 to marry her
College sweetheart, Guy F. Colado ’25
(deceased 1969), who was serving as a
municipal judge in Winter Park. Guy,
who had majored in physical education,
was an assistant football coach at
Rollins and later became a coach and
P.E. teacher in the Orange County
School System.
Upon her return to Winter Park,

Colado began her
professional career as
a teacher. She was
appointed state
supervisor of nursery
schools in 1939, and
later that same year
was named executive
director of the Winter
Park Girl Scout
Council.
Colado influenced
the lives of many
through a very active
volunteer life. She
served as a Girl Scout
executive for 25 years,
was an active member of All Saints
Episcopal Church and the Winter Park
Altrusa Club, served as a class agent
for the Rollins Alumni Association, and
volunteered at the College’s former
Morse Gallery of Art and the Winter
Park Public Library. She was an active
member of the local Pi Phi Alumni
Association and was honored by the
organization for 75 years of membership at her 97th birthday celebration. In
1975, in recognition of her tireless support of Rollins and the local community,
Colado became the first recipient of the
College’s Alumni Service Award.
Throughout her life, Rollins remained
near and dear to Colado’s heart. She
maintained many Rollins friendships,
attended alumni reunions and campus
events, and, even until just before her
death, insisted on visiting the campus
regularly to see her beloved Lake
Virginia and Knowles Memorial Chapel.
The spunky Colado loved to reminisce
about the good ole Rollins days. “I
remember at a football formal held at
the Woman’s Club, I wore a gorgeous
Spanish shawl wrapped tightly around
me as a dress,” she wrote in an article
in a 1985 issue of the Rollins Alumni
Record. “Having nothing on underneath
to which I could fasten stockings, I wore
none, and that was B.A.D. Mrs. C. Fred

MARY WETZEL WISMAR-DAVIS ’76 ’80 MBA

Jeannette Dickson “Dickie” Colado dies at 97

Ward and her committee of chaperones
decided that I was indecently dressed
because I had on no hose and asked
me to leave the floor. How exciting this
was and most assuredly it began a
new fad on campus. Far from being
embarrassed or cross with Mrs. Ward,
I was her devoted admirer ever after.”
Colado instilled her fondness for
Rollins in her three children, two of
whom attended the College. Daughter
Mary Ann “Winkie” Colado Page is a
1957 Rollins graduate, and son Guy D.
Colado graduated from the Crummer
Graduate School of Business in 1971.
Grandson Ray Colado has attended
classes at the College and served as
an assistant men’s soccer coach, and
his wife, Meg Fitzgerald Colado, was
assistant volleyball coach. Recently, the
Rollins connection extended to a fourth
Colado generation with the participation
of great-granddaughter Claire Caryi in
classes at Rollins’ Community School
of Music.
Thanks to a firmly rooted tradition
established so long ago by Dickie
Colado and her husband, the Colado
family’s Rollins ties are sure to remain
strong—hopefully for at least another
eight decades!
—Mary Wetzel Wismar-Davis ’76 ’80MBA
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IN MEMORY
’24 Eva M. Thayer died January 30,
2005.
’27 Jeannette Dickson “Dickie”
Colado died January 30, 2005. (See
memorial tribute on p. 41.)
’33 Holley Lynip Buckius died
August 12, 2004. A history major, she
was a member of the yearbook and
newspaper staffs and played tennis. She
and her late husband, Orland, were
married for more than 50 years. Holley
enjoyed traveling and reading and
continued to take classes until she was
in her 80s. She is survived by a
daughter and two sons.
’34 Mary Butler Longest died January
11, 2005.
’37 Dorothy “Crickit” Manwaring
Huber died August 2, 2004. She
enjoyed keeping in touch with her
former classmates through the Class
News, and recently wrote, “I loved
working for Hamilton Holt in the year
1938. What a great education!”
’45 Mary Glatly Keating died
December 18, 2004.
’47 Vawter Steele Paull died December
1, 2004 as a result of a brain tumor.
She is survived by her husband, John.
’49 Montine Mary Pellington Japp
died January 4, 2005. She is survived
by her husband, Felix.
’50 Richard Clark Podmore died
January 28, 2005. He was retired from
Minute Maid Corp., a division of Coca
Cola, where he worked his entire
professional career. He is survived by
his wife, LaRue, and three daughters.
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’54 Harrison Chauncey died
December 24, 2004 from cancer.
After earning his law degree at Duke
University Law School, he moved to
Palm Beach and remained in the
practice of law until his death. He is
survived by his wife, Constance
Shields Chauncey ’55, three sons,
and a daughter.

IN MEMORY: TRYNA NICHOLSON MITCHELL ’86

’61 Martha Fairchild Shepler died
December 12, 2004.
’65 Arlene Henkel Ott is very sad to
report that John F. Ott, ’63 died on
January 12, 2005. It was very sudden
while at work and we all miss him.
’72 James Couper Lord, Jr. died
January 5, 2005 from a heart attack.
“Coop” worked for many years on the
floor of the New York Stock Exchange
and was active in the golf communities
in the Hamptons. Bob Showalter ’69
’71MBA writes, “He had a number of
health problems in recent years, but
never lost contact with his many
friends.”

FACULTY
Ernst Mayr, a former Rollins Thomas
P. Johnson Distinguished Visiting
Scholar best known for his contributions to Charles Darwin’s theory of
evolution, died in February 2005 at
the age of 100. From 1961 to 1970,
Ernst served as director of Harvard
University’s Museum of Comparative
Zoology. While a visiting professor at
Rollins in 1995, he was honored with a
stone on the Rollins Walk of Fame.
Robert E. ‘Doc’ O’Brien, who taught
biological sciences at Rollins in the
early 1960s, died February 28, 2005.

Tryna Nicholson Mitchell ’86 (c) with Kelly Ortwein Meyer
’88 (l) and Laura Thompson Evangelista ’87
Katryna “Tryna” Nicholson Mitchell ’86, age 41, of Western
Springs, IL, formerly of Glendale, CA, died April 13, 2005 in her
home following a courageous 20-month battle with breast
cancer. Tryna loved her experience at Rollins and particularly
cherished her many Chi Omega friends. According to Chi O
sister Lindsay Shaw McGlennon ’86, “Tryna warmed the
hearts of all who knew her. She was a loving wife and mother, a
devoted daughter and sister, and a wonderful friend to so many
of us. She leaves us with joyful memories. During her illness,
Tryna taught me the true meaning of hope and courage.
Although her life was too short, she lived every day to the fullest.
She was truly an amazing woman and will be dearly missed.”
Another Chi O sister, Laura Thompson Evangelista ’87, wrote
of a long conversation she had with Tryna’s husband shortly after
her death. “As I shared some of our memories with Jim, he was
amazed that the Tryna we knew was the exact same Tryna he
knew…that time just stands still in a great heart.” Tryna is
survived by her husband, James; her children, Meagan (6) and
Garrett (3); her parents; a sister; and two brothers. Memorial
contributions may be made in in Tryna‘s memory to: Wellness
House, 131 N. County Line Road, Hinsdale, IL 60521.

REGIONAL EVENTS

*Alumni Association Board of Directors

TA M P A

CENTRAL FLORIDA

Tampa-area alumni and parents of current students gathered for a reception at the
Salvador Dali Museum in St. Petersburg in February to welcome President Lewis
M. Duncan. Many thanks to the host committee: Ruthy Lawrence duPont ’70,
Tom duPont ’70, Ross Fleischmann ’55, Asunta D’Urso Fleming ’81*,
Charles Gallagher ’95, Teresa Greenlees Gelston ’97*, and Pat Kirchner ’98.

Central Florida Young Alumni enjoyed an after hours event at The Lodge in
downtown Orlando at the end of March. Thank you to host committee members
Chrissy Auger ’04, Andrea Henderson ’99 ’02MBA, Nate Morris ’99,
Catherine Picton ’03, Sili Recio ’96, Stephanie Thomas ’01, Nancy Tran
’00, Carol Picton Wells ’94 ’99MED, Kurt Wells ’95*, and Nicole Zvosec ’01.

(l-r) Jon and
Rebecca Mellen
Stewart ’96HH and
Bob ’60 and Carol
Muir Stewart ’60

(l-r) ATO Brothers Nate Morris ’99,
Sam DeLiddo ’04, Chad Alvaro ’99,
Jeff Cyr ’01, Nick Karpinski ’04
’05MBA, Ben Munson ’04 ’05MBA,
Tyler Doggett ’04, Jason Crane ’03,
and Lee Reese ’00

(l-r) Allene Martin
Myers ’87, Tom
DiGiacomo ’86,
James Tagg ’89, and
Cindy Starsmeare
Lee ’89

(l-r) Veronica De la Torre ’94 and
Ashley Hoven ’96
(l-r) NCM Sisters Liz Rubini ’02,
Sarah Balke ’99, Chrissy
Kadinger ’01, and Kristan
Sanchez ’01 ’02MBA

(l-r) John and
MaryAnn Nigels ’64

(l-r) Christine Forkois ’99,
Tyler Leban ’00, and Adrienne
Forkois ’01

(l-r) Evan Hoffman ’03
’05MBA, Mayshanna
Briscoe ’03, Sili Recio
’96, Chrystal George ’04,
and Mandy Freeman ’04

BASEBALL ALUMNI REUNION
More than 50 baseball alumni returned to campus in February for the annual
Alumni Baseball Game against the Rollins varsity baseball team. The event,
organized by Head Baseball Coach Bob Rikeman, drew some 200 fans to Alfond
Stadium to cheer on the players.

(l-r) Ryan Alkire ’96, Tim Coons ’76, Coach Rikeman, Tom Peck
’96, Dave Pringle ’04, Pepi Ribley ’03, Dennis Cavilla ’04, and Joe
Sapp ’03
(l-r) Shelby Shaffer Peck ’96 and
Tom Peck ’96

(l-r) Tim Coons ’76 and son Jason

To view more regional event photos,
visit www.rollins.edu/alumni.
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The Rollins College
Cloverleaf Society

Cloverleaf Society members include
individuals who have established a
charitable gift plan for Rollins
College in the form of a bequest,
charitable gift annuity, charitable
remainder trust, or pooled income
fund contribution, or through the
naming of the College as the
beneficiary of a life insurance policy
or retirement plan.

Cloverleaf Cottage, circa 1930

Join the Club

No matter what your class year or
relationship to Rollins College, you
can join those donors who are
members of the prestigious
Cloverleaf Society. As a member,
you will receive a Cloverleaf lapel
pin, special invitations to important
College events, and up-to-date
information on estate planning and
tax law changes that may affect you
and your family. The greatest
benefit is the knowledge that your
thoughtful charitable gift plan will
help bring the Rollins experience to
future generations of students.
For more information, please call
Robert R. Cummins, Director of
Planned Giving, at 407-646-2606,
send an e-mail to rcummins@rollins.edu,
or write to us at 1000 Holt Avenue 2724, Winter Park, FL 32789-4499.

If you already qualify for membership in
the Cloverleaf Society, please
let us know.

Rule the Road

Show your Rollins pride and drive in style with the
Rollins College license plate.
Attention Rollins alumni and friends living in the state of Florida:
When you renew your auto tag, be sure to ask for the Rollins license plate.
The plate may be purchased at any tag agency for just $25 above the cost
of regular plate fees. You need to be a Florida resident with a vehicle
registered in the state. Best of all, your dontation goes to support The Rollins
Fund for Students. Without the loyalty and generosity of alumni, parents,
and friends, Rollins could not achieve the success it enjoys today.

Now you’re traveling in style.
T H E R O L L I N S C O L L E G E L I C E N S E P L AT E • I T ’ S
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